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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT











THE ABOVE-ENTITLED MATTER CAME ON FOR FURTHER
HEARING BEFORE THE HONORABLE GERHARD A. GESELL, UNITED STATES
DISTRICT JUDGE, COMMENCING AT 9:30 A. M.
APPEARANCES:
FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
JAMES H. HELLER, ESQUIRE
DOUGLAS B. HURON, ESQUIRE
FOR THE DEFENDANT:
WAYNE A. SCHRADER, ESQUIRE
STEPHEN TALLENT, ESQUIRE
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YOUR HONOR, WE HAVE GIVEN YOUR COURTROOM
OF THE DEPOSITION EXTRACTS.
OH, FINE.
IT'S SLIGHTLY CHANGED.
WE'LL JUST MAR  THAT COURT A?
I BELIEVE THAT WAS COURT EXHIBIT EITHER
A OR B .
THE COURT: A, I BELIEVE. I BELIEVE IT'S AN AMENDED
COURT A. THERE'S THE COURT A. TAKE A LOOK. THAT'S THE AMENDE
COURT A?
MR. HURON: THAT'S RIGHT, YOUR HONOR.
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT. WE'LL SUBSTITUTE IT FOR THE
PRESENT COURT A.
MR. HURON: THANK YOU. WE'RE READY TO GO.
THE COURT: WILL YOU RESUME THE STAND, PLEASE?
MR. HURON: WE'LL TRY TO BE AS BRIEF AS POSSIBLE,
YOUR HONOR. WE'LL BE FOCUSING ON DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 87 AS
WELL AS PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS 38, A, B AND C.
WHEREUPON,
PAUL ANDRISANI,
HAVING BEEN PREVIOUSLY DULY SWORN, RESUMED THE STAND, AND WAS






























Q DR. ANDRIS AN I, I UNDERSTAND THAT YOUR FIRST OBJECTION
TO PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 38B -- DO YOU HAVE THAT IN FRONT OF YOU?
A YES, I DO.
Q   WAS THAT THE ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGERS SHOULD HAVE
BEEN DELETED?
A THAT'S CORRECT.
Q AND YOUR EXHIBIT -- THAT IS, DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 87
MADE WHAT YOU CONSIDERED TO BE AN APPROPRIATE CORRECTION, AND
WE DISCUSSED THAT YESTERDAY, IS THAT RIGHT?
A THAT'S CORRECT.
Q I BELIEVE THAT ANOTHER OBJECTION THAT YOU HAD WAS
THAT THE AVAILABILITY POOLS SET FORTH IN PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT
38B SHOULD HAVE BEEN ANALYZED ON A YEAR BY YEAR BASIS AND THAT
YOU DO THAT IN THE LAST FOUR PAGES OF YOUR DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT
87, IS THAT RIGHT?
A I BELIEVE THAT THAT'S AN IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION
AND IT OUGHT TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT, YES.
Q LOOKING AT THE LAST FOUR PAGES --
A IF I COULD JUST BRIEFLY FINISH UP ON THAT THOUGH.
I DON'T REALLY THINK THAT THAT'S ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL SINCE
THE NUMBERS AFTER YOU MAKE THIS ADJUSTMENT, EVEN WITHOUT TAKING
INTO ACCOUNT THE YEAR BY YEAR GROUPINGS, BECOME STATISTICALLY
INSIGNIFICANT.
0 WE OBSERVE THE SAME PATTERN ON DEFENDANT'S 87 AS ON




























A WHAT YOU CALL A PATTERN I  OULD NOT CALL A PATTERN.
YOU SEE FIVE CASES, TWO OF WHICH WOMEN HAVE HIGHER RATES THAN
MEN AND THREE OF WHICH MEN HAVE HIGHER RATES THAN WOMEN AND YOU
SAY FROM THAT THAT YOU SEE A PATTERN. WHAT I SEE ARE FIVE
FLIPS OF A COIN, TWO OF WHICH TURNED OUT HEADS, THREE OF WHICH
TURNED OUT TAILS,. AND I DON'T THINK DR. MANN CAN REALLY SAY
THAT S A PATTERN.
Q ALL THE FLIPS TURN OUT THE SAME WAY ON BOTH EXHIBITS,
ISN'T THAT RIGHT, FOR EACH YEAR? I'M NOT ASKING ANY MORE ABOUT
THAT.
A THE FLIPS SHOULD TURN OUT THE SAME WAY ON BOTH
EXHIBITS. ALL YOU HAVE DONE WAS TAKEN OUT THE ADMINISTRATIVE
TYPES. YOU HAVEN'T CORRECTED THE TABLE SO THAT YOU ACTUALLY
HAVE REAL AVAILABILITY POOLS IN ANY SENSE AT ALL.
Q WELL, LET'S LOOK AT, AS I WAS SAYING, THE LAST FOUR
PAGES OF DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 87. AND TURNING TO THE SECOND
PAGE OF DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 87 I THINK WHAT YOU SAID WAS HERE
YOU  AVE BROKEN DOWN THE AVAILABILITY POOLS ON A YEAR BY YEAR
BASIS AND THEN CALCULATED WHAT THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF WOMEN
PROPOSED WOULD BE AND PUT DOWN WHAT THE ACTUAL NUMBER WOULD
BE, IS THAT RIGHT?
A I THINK YOU'RE CARRYING IT A LITTLE FURTHER. I SAID
THAT IF ONE WANTED TO BREAK DOWN AND COMPARE MEN AND WOM'EN WHO



























AND SAY THAT THIS IS THE ABSOLUTELY BEST WAY TO DO IT. THERE
ARE OTHER THINGS THAT SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT AS WELL.
Q THIS IS THE WAY YOU DID IT.
A THIS IS THE WAY WE DID IT TO CONSIDER YEAR BY YEAR
GROUPINGS.
Q AND ON THIS YOU LOO ED AT THE FIRST AND SECOND AND
THIRD PAGES OF THE DEFE DANT'S EXHIBIT 87 FOR ADMISSIONS YEARS
1981 AND 1982 AND YOU SAID THINGS SEEMED TO BE FINE AND THE
NUMBER OF WOMEN PROPOSED VERSUS THE NUMBER OF WOMEN EXPECTED
LOOKS OKAY. WASN'T THAT YOUR TESTIMONY YESTERDAY?
A THAT'S CORRECT.
Q NOW, CAN WE LOOK AT THE THIRD PAGE OF THIS EXHIBIT,
FOCUSING ON ADMISSION YEAR 1983 WHICH WAS THE ACTUAL YEAR WHEN
PLAINTIFF WAS PROPOSED.
A YES .
Q NOW, THERE, ACCORDING TO YOUR FIGURES, YOU HAVE
EXPECTED FOUR WOMEN TO BE PROPOSED, 3.72. IN FACT, ONLY ONE
WAS PROPOSED, ISN'T THAT RIGHT?
A YOU'RE SAYING THAT I WOULD HAVE EXPECTED THAT 3.72
WOMEN WOULD HAVE BEEN PROPOSED. WHAT THIS SAYS IS THAT IF YOU
FOLLOW THESE ASSUMPTIONS AND TAKE INTO ACCOUNT DR. MANN'S
FIVE YEAR WINDOWS AND THEN DO TWO THINGS, TAKE -- GET RID OF
THE ADMINISTRATORS AND THEN TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE FACT THAT
THE MEN AND WOMEN CAME IN IN DIFFERENT YEARS, YOU WILL EXPECT



























APPROPRIATE AVAILABILITY POOL AND THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT YOU WOUL
EXPECT IN A PERFECT CASE.
Q I UNDERSTAND THAT.
A I WANTED TO BE SURE.
Q BUT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ALL THE ASSUMPTIONS AND ALL
THE CORRECTIONS THAT YOU THOUGHT WERE APPROPRIATE ENOUGH TO
MA E FOR THIS PARTICULAR TABLE YOU WOULD HAVE EXPECTED FOUR AND
YOU GOT ONE?
A WE WOULD HAVE EXPECTED 3.72 AND WE SEE ONE.
Q AND YOU HAVE THE SAME SHORT FALL FOR NEXT YEAR, 1984?
A BOTH OF WHICH WERE STATISTICALLY INSIGNIFICANT.
Q DIDYOU DO THE CALCULATIONS?
A YES, I DID.
Q WHAT METHOD DID YOU USE?
A I USED THE SAME METHOD THAT DR. MANN USED.
Q WHICH ONE?
A I USED THE POOL TWO SAMPLE Z SCORE TEST WHICH IS
EQUIVALENT TO A TIE SQUARE TEST. DR. MANN SAID HE ALSO USED
THE FISCHER'S TEST, WHICH IS AN A FULLY CLOSE APPROXIMATION
TO A CORRECTED TIE SQUARE TEST. I USED THE POOL TWO SAMPLE Z.
TEST BECAUSE THAT WILL ALWAYS GIVE YOU RESULTS THAT ARE MORE
FAVORABLE TO PLAINTIFFS THAN THE FISCHER'S OR THE CORRECTED
TIE SQUARE TEST, AND SO HENCE THAT THESE TESTS WERE INSIGNI¬
FICANT USING THE TIE SQUARE OR TWO POOL Z TEST.THEY WOULD



























FISCHER METHOD THAT DR. MANN USED.
Q HOW CO E YESTERDAY WHEN YOU WERE SAYING ADMISSIONS
YEARS '81 AND '82 LOOKED FINE YOU DIDN'T MENTION THAT THOSE
RESULTS WERE NOT STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT?
A THAT'S WHY I SAY THEY WERE FINE BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT
STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
Q YOU DIDN'T MENTION ANYTHING ABOUT STATISTICAL SIG¬
NIFICANCE .
A LET ME ADD THAT THE NUMBERS LOOK FINE FOR THE FIRST
YEAR NOT BECAUSE THE RATE FOR WOMEN IS SO MUCH HIGHER THAN THE
RATE FOR MEN. THE NUMBERS LOOK FINE BECAUSE THOSE NUMBERS ARE
NOT STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT SHOWING ANY DIS¬
ADV NTAGE TO WOMEN.
Q WHAT RESULTS DID YOU REACH WHEN YOU USED THE Z
SCORE TEST?
A I REACHED THE CONCLUSION THAT THE DIFFERENCES WERE
STATISTICALLY INSIGNIFICANT IN EACH OF THESE YEARS.
Q I KNOW BUT WHAT CALCULATIONS DID YOU PRODUCE?
THAT'S WHAT I'M ASKING, AT WHAT LEVEL?
A AT THE .05 LEVEL.
Q DID IT COME OUT .07? DID IT COME OUT.09? HOW DID
IT COME OUT?
A LET ME SEE. I THINK I HAVE THEM HERE. FOR 1980  
WHICH YEAR ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT NOW?



























A FOR 1983 I CALCULATED USING THE UNCORRECTED TIE
SQUARE, 2.22 STANDARD DEVIATIONS. THAT WAS WITHOUT TAKING
OUT THE ADMINISTRATORS AND THAT VERIFIED, I THOUGHT IT WAS
CLOSE TO IT, WHAT DR. MANN PROBABLY GOT. THEN WHEN I ADJUSTED
TO TA E INTO ACCOUNT THAT 40   THAT SO MANY PEOPLE WERE
ADMINISTRATORS AND DIDN'T BELONG IN THERE I THEN GOT A FINDING
WHICH WAS ONLY 1.39 STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR 1983. SO FOR 1983,
SIR, EVEN IF YOU DO NOT LOOK AT THE CHARTS BEYOND THE FIRST
PAGE ONCE YOU ADJUST FOR THE FACT THAT THERE ARE ADMINISTRATORS
INCLUDED IN HERE YOU THEN REDUCE 2.22 STANDARD DEVI ATIONS 'DOWN
TO 1.59 STANDARD DEVIATIONS, WHICH IS NOT EVEN STATISTICALLY
SIGNIFICANT AT THE TEN PERCENT PROBABILITY LEVEL, AND THAT S
NOT EVEN CORRECTING, MAKING ADJUSTMENTS CORRECTING THE TIE
SQUARE FIGURE TO MAKE IT CLOSER TO FISCHER'S EXACT TEST. IF
WE DID THAT THE NUMBERS WOULD EVEN BE LESS STATISTICALLY
SIGNIFICANT.
Q I THINK WE'RE GETTING INTO A FAIR AMOUNT OF
TECHNICAL MATTERS. I DON'T WANT TO CONTINUE MUCH ON THESE,
BUT I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW WHICH RESULTS YOU'RE TALKING ABOUT
WHEN YOU MADE YOUR SIGNIFICANCE TEST? WERE YOU TALKING ABOUT
PAGE ONE ON DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 87?
A YES .
Q DID YOU DO A SIGNIFICANCE TEST WITH RESPECT TO THE
FOURTH PAGE?



























Q YOU DID NOT?
A BECAUSE --
0 YOU DID NOT?
A I DIDN'T HAVE TO. YOU CA  SAY THAT I KNEW THAT IT
AS STATISTICALLY INSIGNIFICANT. I DID NOT HAVE TO PERFORM
THE CALCULATION.
Q NOW, LOOKING AT PAGE ONE WHERE YOU DID DO THE
CALCULATION  
A YES .
Q IF YOU USE -- ISN'T IT ACCURATE THAT IF YOU USE THE
FISCHER EXACT TEST YOU GET A LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE AT .09?
A NO, I DON'T BELIEVE THAT'S TRUE.
Q BUT YOU DIDN'T DO THE FISCHER EXACT?
A I DIDN'T DO THE FISCHER'S EXACT. I COULD DO IT AND
I KNOW THAT IF I CORRECT THAT FOR CONTINUITY IT WILL BE EVEN
LESS THAN .09 AND .09 ISN'T EVEN CLOSE TO TWO STANDARD
DEVIATIONS, I MIGHT ADD.
Q IS IT ACCURATE TO SAY JUST BY WAY OF SUMMARY ON THIS
QUESTION OF SIGNIFICANCE THAT WHAT YOU HAVE, THE RESULT YOU
GOT WHEN YOU DID THE STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE FOR 1983 ON THE
FIRST PAGE OF DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 87 WAS A RESULT IN WHICH THE
LIKELIHOOD OF THE RESULT OCCURRING BY CHANCE WAS APPROXIMATELY
ONE IN TEN? APPROXIMATELY?
A I THINK IT'S LESS THAN ONE IN TEN ONCE YOU ADJUST




























WOMEN CAME IN IN DIFFERENT YEAR GROUPS THE PROBABILITY  ILL
EVEN BE CONSIDERABLY LESS THAN ONE IN TEN.
Q WHEN YOU DID YOUR CALCULATION IT CAME OUT TO ABOUT
ONEIIN TEN, ISN'T THAT RIGHT?
A NO, IT DIDN'T. WHEN I DID MY CALCULATION IT CAME
OUT TO 1.9 5 STANDARD DEVIATIONS WHICH IS A PROBABILITY'  HICH
EXCEEDS .1.
Q BY HOW MUCH?
A OH, BY A FEW PERCENTAGE POINTS. AND THAT IS
UNCORRECTED. THERE ARE TWO ADDITIONAL POINTS --
Q DID YOU CORRECT IT?
A I DIDN'T HAVE TO CORRECT IT. I KNEW IF I CORRECTED
IT TO GET CLOSER TO FISCHER'S EXACT, THE OTHER TEST WHICH
DR. MANN USED, IT WOULD BE EVEN LESS STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT
AND IF YOU THEN CORRECTED IT TO THE FACT THAT THE MEN AND
WOMEN CAME IN IN DIFFERENT YEAR GROUPS IT WOULD BE EVEN LESS
STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT.
Q SUPPOSING I WOULD TELL YOU DR. MANN HAS RUN THE TEST
AND IT COMES OUT TO .09 ON FISCHER EXACT?
A I FIND THAT HARD TO BELIEVE. I WOULD HAVE TO DO THE
CALCULATION.
Q BUT YOU DON'T KNOW, DO YOU?
A I KNOW THAT  
Q
A
HAVE YOU DONE IT?




























Q HAVE YOU DONE IT?
A NO, I HAVE NOT DONE IT BUT I WILL
Q THANK YOU.
TURNING TO EXHIBIT 38 C.
A YES .
Q 38 C SHOWS HEN APPARENTLY MOVING FASTER TO MANAGER
'HAN WOMEN HIRED IN THE SAME YEAR. I BELIEVE YOU SAID DURING
OUR TESTIMONY ON DIRECT THAT YOU BELIEVE THE REASON FOR THAT,
=OR THIS APPARENT DISCREPANCY IS THAT BECAUSE MEN WERE HIRED
[N AT HIGHER LEVELS IN THE FIRST PLACE, IS THAT RIGHT?
A I SAID THAT'S ONE OF THE REASONS THAT CAUSES ME TO
OUBT THE PROBATIVE VALUE OF THIS EXHIBIT.
Q OKAY. DR. ANDRISANI, HAVE YOU DONE ANY STATISTICAL
TEST, ANY STATISTICAL ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE THE AMOUNT OF THIS
DISCREPANCY WHICH IS DUE TO THIS FACTOR?
A I HAVEN'T BEEN ABLE TO. I HAVE NOT HAD THE DATA
THAT WOULD PERMIT ME TO TAKE THIS FACTOR INTO ACCOUNT IN THE
TIME CONSTRAINTS THAT I'VE HAD ON THOSE CASES. I WAS ONLY
RETAINED ON THIS CASE A FEW WEEKS AGO AND AS I UNDERSTAND THAT
WAS BECAUSE THE PLAINTIFFS DIDN'T HAVE A STATISTICAL EXPERT
UNTIL THEN ALSO, SO THE TIME CONSTRAINTS UNDER WHICH I'VE BEEN
OPERATING HAVEN'T PERMITTED ME TO GATHER THAT DATA AND TAKE
IT INTO ACCOUNT.




























A THE POINT IS YOU CAN'T DRAW PROBATIVE CONCLUSIONS
FROM A STUDY WHERE YOU KNOW THERE ARE  NOWN FLAWS.
Q YOU HAVE SPECULATED THAT MEN WERE HIRED   EXCUSE
ME, YOU KNOW THAT SOME MEN WERE HIRED AT HIGHER LEVELS THAN
WOMEN?
A I DIDN'T SPECULATE. I HAVE EXHIBITS THAT MEN WERE
MORE LIKELY TO BE HIRED AT ABOVE ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS.
Q YOU SPECULATED THAT'S BECAUSE MEN WERE MORE
EXPERIENCED AT THE TIME OF HIRE?
A I'M TELLING YOU IT'S NOT A SPECULATION. THE AVAIL¬
ABILITY OF ABOVE ENTRY LEVEL FEMALES IS LOWER THAN THE
AVAILABILITY OF ENTRY LEVEL FEMALES. YOU CAN JUST SEE IT BY
LOOKING AT CPA DATA OR ANY DEGREE DATA THAT THE PIPELINES
COMING OUT OF SCHOOLS PRODUCE MORE WOMEN EACH YEAR.
Q DR. ANDRISANI, DIDN'T YOU TESTIFY ON DIRECT THAT YOU
WOULD LIKE TO BE ABLE TO ANALYZE PRIOR EXPERIENCES FOR PRICE
WATERHOUSE EMPLOYEES BUT YOU DID NOT HAVE THAT DATA AVAILABLE?
A THAT'S CORRECT.
Q SO IT IS SPECULATION ON YOUR PART, ISN'T IT?
THE COURT: NO. HE SAYS HE HAS SOME INFORMATION.
MR. HURON: SOME GENERAL INFORMATION.
THE COURT: IT'S INFORMATION THAT YOU'RE NOT
INTERESTED IN. BUT HE SAYS HE HAS INFORMATION.




























THE COURT: THAT'S WHAT I UNDERSTAND. NOW, MOVE ON.
EXCEPT AS THESE TABLES THEMSELVES INDICATE.
MR. HURON: YES, SIR.
BY MR. HURON:
0 I UNDERSTAND GENERALLY, AND THIS REFERS TO PLAINTIFF'
EXHIBIT 38A, THAT YOU DON'T LIKE OUR ASSUMPTIONS ON AVAILABILIT
DID YOU ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP AN APPROPRIATE AVAILABILITY RATE?
A I MADE AN ATTEMPT TO IN PLAINTIFF'S -- EXCUSE ME,
IN DEFENDANT'S 87. I SIMPLY TOO  YOUR AVAILABILITY  
Q I'M SORRY. WE'RE TALKING ABOUT SOMETHING ELSE NOW.
I'M TALKING ABOUT PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 38A WHEN WE'RE TALKING
ABOUT CENSUS DATA GENERALLY AND YOU SAID YOU THOUGHT THE
CENSUS DATA WAS INFLATED?
A YES, I DID. YES, I DID.
Q AND WHAT AVAILABILITY RATE DID YOU DEVELOP?
A I LOOKED AT THE ACTUAL PROPOSALS OF MEN AND WOMEN
AND COMPARED THAT TO THE ACTUAL ADMISSIONS OF MEN AND WOMEN
AND THE DIFFERENCE THAT WAS OBSERVED WAS STATISTICALLY INSIG¬
NIFICANT AND IF YOU REALLY WANT TO LOOK AT WHETHER WOMEN HAVE
RECEIVED   WERE DISADVANTAGED WITH RESPECT TO BEING ADMITTED
INTO PARTNERSHIP YOU'D WANT TO LOOK AT THE WOMEN WHO WERE
PROPOSED AND THE MEN WHO WERE PROPOSED AND THE WOMEN WHO WERE
ADMITTED AND THE MEN WHO WEREADMITTED AND IF YOU REALLY WANTED




























AVERAGE BETWEEN THE MEN WHO WERE BEING PROPOSED AND THE WOMEN
WHO WERE BEING PROPOSED AND WHEN I LOOKED AT THE PROPOSAL RATES
OF THE MEN AND WOMEN WHO WERE PROPOSED, THE ADMISSION RATES,
I FOUND NO STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
RATES AT WHICH MEN WERE ADMITTED AND THE RATES AT WHICH WOMEN
WERE ADMITTED.
Q YOU'RE TAL ING ABOUT THE SIX OUT OF TEN WOMEN VERSUS
APPROXIMATELY 250 OUT OF 400 MEN?
A YES.
Q AND WHAT YOU FOUND, ISN'T IT TRUE, IS THAT THE
NUMBER OF WOMEN WERE SO SMALL THAT IT WASN'T POSSIBLE TO
DISCERN ANY MEANINGFUL DIFFERENCES EITHER, IF THEY EXISTED?
THE NUMBER OF WOMEN IN THE POOL WAS SO SMALL YOU COULDN'T
DO THE ANALYSIS?
A WHAT I FOUND WAS THAT THE NUMBERS WERE STATISTICALLY
INSIGNIFICANT WHICH MEANS THAT YOU CAN'T DRAW CONCLUSIONS THAT
WOMEN WERE DISADVANTAGED.
Q OR THAT THEY WERE ADVANTAGED?
A OR THAT THEY WERE ADVANTAGED.
Q OR THAT THEY WERE TREATED FAIRLY. YOU CAN'T DRAW
ANY CONCLUSIONS.
A YOU CAN REACH THE CONCLUSION THAT THERE'S NO PROOF
OR NO STATISTICAL EVIDENCE THAT THEY WERE TREATED OTHER THAN
FAIRLY.



























FULLTIME DEGREED WOMEN ACCOUNTANTS ARE ANY LESS QUALIFIED FOR
THE TYPE OF WORK DONE AT PRICE WATERHOUSE THAN THEIR MALE
COUNTERPARTS?
A IT   WHICH LEVEL ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT? ARE YOU
TALKING ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP LEVEL?
Q LET'S TALK ENTRY LEVEL FOR A START.
A LET'S TALK ENTRY LEVEL.
Q DO YOU HAVE ANY REASON TO BELIEVE THAT?
A THAT WOMEN ARE ANY LESS QUALIFIED WHEN THEY COME OUT
WITH DEGREES? I HAVE NO REASON TO NOT BELIEVE THAT ALTHOUGH
YOU OBVIOUSLY CAN MAKE ARGUMENTS.
MR. HURON: ONE MOMENT, YOUR HONOR.
THAT CONCLUDES CROSS-EXAMINATION, YOUR HONOR.
MR. SCHRADER: NOTHING, YOUR HONOR.
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT, SIR. YOU'RE NOW EXCUSED.
THANK YOU.
THE WITNESS: THANK YOU VERY MUCH, SIR.
MR. HELLER: YOUR HONOR, THE PLAINTIFF WILL RE-CALL
HERSELF, ANN HOPKINS, AND THEN WE WILL NOT CALL MR. BEYER, SO
THIS WILL BE OUR FINAL WITNESS.
WHEREUPON,
ANN HOPKINS,
THE PLAINTIFF HEREIN, HAVING BEEN PREVIOUSLY DULY SWORN, WAS
EXAMINED AND TESTIFIED, ON REBUTTAL, AS FOLLO S:



























THE WITNESS: THANK YOU.
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. HELLER:
Q MISS HOP INS  
YOUR HONOR, I'M GOING TO BE REFERR1NGT0 A PART OF
THE DEPOSITION OF MISS HOPKINS THAT HAS BEEN DESIGNATED FOR
ADMISSION INTO EVIDENCE BY THE DEFENDANT.
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT. WELL, IF I HAD IT BEFORE ME
THEN .
THANK YOU.
MR. HELLER: YES. PARTICULARLY, YOUR HONOR, PAGE 79,
LINES 15 AND 16. SO THAT YOUR HONOR DOESN'T HAVE TO READ THE
WHOLE EXCERPT DESIGNATED BY THE DEFENDANT LET ME ASK MISS
HOPKINS A PRELIMINARY QUESTION.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q MISS HOPKINS, DO YOU RECALL TESTIFYING IN YOUR
DEPOSITION ABOUT A MEETING YOU HAD WITH A PRICE WATERHOUSE
PARTNER, MR. PETER MAC VEAGH, IN WHICH YOU DISCUSSED IN
TERMS OF GA ES THEORIES AND GAMES SCENARIOS WHAT POSSIBLE
POSITION MR. WARDER MIGHT BE TAKING WITH RESPECT TO YOUR
CANDIDACY FOR A PARTNERSHIP?
A YES .
Q DO YOU RECALL THAT THERE WERE TWO NAMES GIVEN TO
THE GAMES?




























RECORD, ONE WAS NIGGER IN THE WOODPILE AND THE OTHER ONE WAS
I GOT YOU, YOU SON OF A BITCH.
A YES .
Q AND DO YOU RECALL, AS I WI L NOW SHOW YOU, PAGE 79,
LINES 15 AND 16, YOU SAID, "I CHARACTERI ZEDNIGGER IN THE
WOODPILE, PETE CHARACTERIZED I GOT YOU, YOU SON OF A BITCH"?
A YES .
Q SINCE GIVING THAT DEPOSITION HAVE YOU HAD AN OCCA¬
SION TO LOOK AT YOUR NOTES ON THAT MATTER?
A YES .
Q DO YOU NOW CONSIDER THAT THAT ANSWER WAS CORRECT?
A THE MEETING -- NO. THE MEETING TOO  PLACE ON JULY
7TH OR 8TH. MY NOTES WERE PREPARED ON AUGUST 11TH AND IN MY
NOTES IT INDICATES THAT MR. MAC VEAGH BROUGHT BOTH OF THOSE
GAMES INTO THE CONVERSATION.
THE COURT: YOUR ANSWER IS GETTING BLURRED. I'M
SORRY. SOMETIMES IF YOU GET TOO CLOSE IT DOES THAT, AND IT
SOUNDED BLURRED TO ME. I THINK I'M WIDE AWAKE.
MR. HELLER: I'M SURE YOUR HONOR IS. SHE  AS A
LITTLE CLOSE.
THE COURT: I HEARD YOU SAY THAT THE PROPER DATE IS
AUGUST 11TH, IS THAT RIGHT?
THE WITNESS: I'M NOT SURE. THE DATE   I CAN'T
HEAR MYSELF. AM I SHOUTING?



























THE WITNESS: THE DATE OF THE MEETING WITH MR.
MAC VEAGH WAS EITHER THE 7TH OR 8TH OF JULY. I HAVE NOTES
THAT I PREPARED ON THE 11TH OF AUGUST. IN MY NOTES OF AUGUST
11TH IT INDICATES   MY NOTES OF AUGUST 11TH INDICATE THAT
MR. MAC VEAGH CHARACTERIZED BOTH GAMES.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q ALL RIGHT. SO THE PHRASE NIGGER IN THE WOODPILE CAME
FROM MR. MAC VEAGH IN THE FIRST INSTANCE, IS THAT CORRECT?
A THAT'S CORRECT.
Q ALL RIGHT. NOW, I'M GOING TO GIVE YOU A COPY,
MISS HOPKINS, OF DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 27 WHICH IS THE SHORT
FORM AND THE LONG FORM COMMENTS . ON YOUR CANDIDACY FOR PART¬
NERSHIP IN PRICE WATERHOUSE. AND I WANT TO ASK YOU ABOUT
SOME OF THOSE PEOPLE IN TERMS OF YOUR   THE EXTENT OF YOUR
ACQUAINTANCE WITH THEM AS OF SEPTEMBER, 1982, WHEN I BELIEVE
WE'VE HAD TESTIMONY THAT THESE COMMENTS WERE GIVEN. LET ME
FIRST TAKE MR. GREEN, WHO IS ON THE FIRST PAGE.
THE COURT: NOW, WE'RE DEALING WI H WHAT EXHIBIT?
MR. HELLER: IT IS DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 27, YOUR
HONOR. I USED THE DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT. IT S ALSO PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT 21.
THE COURT: THANK YOU. ALL RIGHT.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q WHAT WAS THE EXTENT OF YOUR ACQUAINTANCE WITH



























A MR. GREEN WAS THE PROPOSED PARTNER FOR THE FMHA
ENGAGEMENT. I SPENT A COUPLE OF DAYS WITH HIM IN ST. LOUIS.
Q ALL RIGHT. NOW, DURING THE TIME YOU SPENT WITH
MR. GREEN, SINCE THE QUESTION OF YOUR OWN LANGUAGE HAS COME
UP, DID YOU HAVE ANY OCCASION TO OBSERVE THE KIND OF LANGUAGE
HE USED?
A MR. GREEN'S USE OF PROFANITY WAS REMAR ABLE.
Q ALL RIGHT. DID HE HAVE ANY COMMENTS TO MAKE ON
WORKING WITH WOMEN DURING THE TIME YOU WERE WORKING WITH HIM?
A MR. GREEN COMMENTED THAT HE WAS AN OLD REDNECK AND
FOUND HIMSELF IN AN INTERESTING SITUATION BECAUSE HE NEVER
HAD A WOMAN WORKING FOR HIM BEFORE AND SUDDENLY HE HAD TWO.
THE COURT: SO WHAT? WHAT DOES THAT MEAN? WAS
THAT TRUE OR WAS IT NOT TRUE?
MR. HELLER: IT DOESN'T NECESSARILY PROVE ANYTHING,
YOUR HONOR.
THE COURT: THAT'S WHY I ASKED WHAT MESSAGE YOU WERE
TRYING TO CONVEY TO ME AS A TRIER OF FACT IF A MAN SAYS I'M
AN OLDREDNECK AND I'M IN AN UNUSUAL POSITION. I'M NOT USED
TO WOR ING WITH WOMEN. NOW I'M WORKING WITH TWO OF THEM. WHAT
IS THE MESSAGE?
MR. HELLER: I THINK THE EVIDENCE IS AS OF THAT TIME
THERE HAD BEEN QUITE A FEW WOMEN IN PRICE WATERHOUSE AND THIS
WAS A MAN WHO WAS COMMENTING ON SOMETH TNG ' THAT HAD BECOME




























THE COURT: WAS IT OR WASN'T IT? WHEN HE WAS WORKING
FOR PRICE WATERHOUSE HAD WOMEN BEEN WOR ING FOR HIM OR NOT?
MR. HELLER: ALL I KNOW IS MISS HOP INS' STATEMENT,
YOUR HONOR. SHE DOESN'T KNOW ANYTHING.
THE COURT: I JUST WANTED TO BE SURE I DIDN'T MISS
ANYTHING.
MR. HELLER: NO, I DON'T THINK YOU DID.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q LET'S GO TO MR. HALLER, WHOSE NAME APPEARS SOMEWHERE
DOWN THAT PAGE. HOW MUCH TIME HAD YOU SPENT WITH MR. HALLER
AT THIS TIME AND HOW MUCH OF IT PARTICULARLY IN THE YEAR OR
SO BEFORE SEPTEMBER, 1982?
A MR. HALLER WAS IN THE OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT SERVICES
IN THE PHYSICAL SPACE OCCUPIED BY THE OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT
SERVICES WHEN I FIRST JOINED PRICE WATERHOUSE. HE LATER
TRANSFERED TO THE PRACTICE OFFICE AND I THINK MOVED TO BETHESD/
I HAD VERY LITTLE CONTACT WITH HIM. THE ONLY CONTACT I EVER
REMEMBER WITH MR. HALLER SPECIFICALLY WAS WITH REGARD TO HIS
COMMENTS TO SOME OF MY STAFF WHEN I WAS PREGNANT IN 1979. HE
COMMENTED THAT --
MR. TALLENT: YOUR HONOR, I'M GOING TO OBJECT. THIS
IS MULTIPLE HEARSAY AT THIS POINT.
THE COURT: IS WHAT?




























MR. HALLER WAS SUPPOSED TO HAVE MADE TO A STAFF --
THE COURT: IN HER PRESENCE SHE SAID?
THE WITNESS: NO.
THE COURT: OH, I UNDERSTOOD WHEN SHE WAS PRESENT.
MR. HELLER: ALL RIGHT.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q NOW, LET ME SHOW YOU A COMMENT MR. HALLER HAS
RECORDEDAS HAVING MADE TO MR. MARCELLIN WHEN HE CAME INTO THE
OFFICE ABOUT BRINGING KIDS INTO THE OFFICE.
IT'S IN THE OFFICE VISIT, YOUR HONOR, AND LET ME
GET THE EXHIBIT.
THE COURT: WHAT OFFICE IS HE TAL ING ABOUT BRINGING
KIDS INTO?
BY MR. HELLER:
Q DID YOU IN FACT -- DID YOU IN FACT BRING KIDS INTO
YOUR OFFICE, YOUR OWN KIDS?
A YES. '
YOUR HONOR, I BELIEVE MR. HALLER IS COMMENTING ABOUT
BRINGING CHILDREN INTO --
THE COURT: BRINGING YOUR CHILDREN. I REMEMBER THAT
THE WITNESS: THAT S RIGHT. BRINGING MY CHILDREN
INTO THE PRICE WATERHOUSE OFFICE DOWNTOWN. AND I DID BRING
MY CHILDREN INTO THE OFFICE AS DID MR. COLBERG, MR. BERKOWITZ,





























Q ALL RIGHT. DID YOU DO THAT AS A REGULAR MATTER?
A IT TENDED TO BE WHEN -- IT TENDED TO BE ON WEEK-ENDS
OR WHEN CHILD CARE WAS NOT AVAILABLE.
MR. HELLER: FOR THE RECORD, YOUR HONOR, THAT WAS
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 17, THE OFFICE VISIT EXHIBIT.
THE COURT: WELL, LET ME LOOK AT WHAT HE SAID.
PLAINTIFF'S 17?
MR. HELLER: YES, AND -- LET ME HAND MY COPY UP
FOR THE  OMENT. IT'S NEAR THE TOP OF THE PAGE THAT I'VE
OPENED IT TO, YOUR HONOR.
THE COURT: WELL, NOW, ARE YOU OFFERING THAT TO
INDICATE THE FOCUS OF THE INVESTIGATOR OR ARE YOU BRINGING THAI
TO MY ATTENTION AS AN INDICATION OF THE PREJUDICE OF THE
SPEA ER? I DON'T KNOW WHICH IT IS.
MR. HELLER: THE SECOND, YOUR HONOR. IT SEEMS TO
ME THAT THE EVIDENCE WE'VE NOW PUT BEFORE YOU  
THE COURT: IN OTHER WORDS, IT'S A SEXIST REMARK,
IT MAY BE, I DON'T  NOW, TO MENTION THAT SOMEONE BRINGS KIDS
INTO THE OFFICE, THAT THEY'RE WOMEN. BUT YOU GO ON TO SAY THAI
A LOT OF THE MEN DO, TOO.
MR. HELLER: THAT'S RIGHT, YOUR HONOR. JUST TO
REMEMBER THAT IT WAS A WOMAN, BUT NOT THE BALANCING THAT A LOT
OF MEN DO, TOO.





























Q WELL, DID THEY DO THAT DURING THE TIME THAT MR. HALLEf
WAS THERE, WERE KIDS BROUGHT IN BY OTHER MALE MEMBERS OF THE
OFFICE FROM TIME TO TIME WHEN MR. HALLER HAD BEEN IN THE
WASHINGTON OFFICE?
A I DON'T REMEMBER.
THE COURT: YOU SEE, SHE MAY BE THE ONLY ONE THAT
BROUGHT  IDS INTO THAT OFFICE.
MR. HELLER: WELL, YOUR HONOR --
THE COURT: EVERYBODY BRINGS KIDS INTO OFFICES
THESE DAYS. THERE ARE MORE KIDS AROUND THAN PEOPLE WORKING,
SOMETIMES. MEN AND WOMEN BRING THEM.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q LET ME GO TO MR. SCOTT HARTZ. HE'S FURTHER DOWN
THE FIRST PAGE OF DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 17 AND PLAI TIFF'S
EXHIBIT 21. DURING YOUR PERIOD OF SERVICE AT PRICE WATERHOUSE
HOW MUCH TIME HAD YOU SPENT IN WORK RELATIONSHIPS WITH MR.
HARTZ?
A VIRTUALLY NONE THAT I RECALL. MR. HARTZ AND I HAD  
SPENT MORE TIME WHEN I WAS WITH TOUCHE ROSS WORKI G AT THE
UNITED MINE WORKERS  HEALTH AND RETIREMENT FUNDS AND HE WAS
SIMILARLY ENGAGED AS A MANAGER AT PRICE WATERHOUSE.
q WAS THERE AN ADVERSARIAL QUALITY TO THOSE RELATION¬
SHIPS OR NOT AT THAT TIME?




























CONTRACTORS, BETWEEN PRICE WATERHOUSE AND TOUCHE ROSS.
Q AND JUST TO REFRESH THE JUDGE'S RECOLLECTION, WHAT
YEARS WERE THOSE WHEN YOU WERE WORKING FOR TOUCHE ROSS?
A 1974, '5, *6,  7.
Q NOW, WHAT ABOUT MR. WHEATON, ON THE NEXT PAGE OF THIS
E XH I B I T ?
A I WORKED WITH MR. WHEATON FOR APPROXIMATELY A WEEK
ON A PROPOSAL IN 1979. I BELIEVE IT WAS IN THE SUMMER, MAYBE
EARLY FALL.
Q ALL RIGHT. GO ON TO MR. DOCTER ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE
YOU HAVE TESTIFIED --
THE COURT: WELL, NOW, I DO WANT TO PAUSE   I WANT
TO BE SURE I UNDERSTAND THE THRUST OF IT. ARE YOU SUGGESTING
THAT ANYTHING THAT MR. WHEATON SAID AT PAGE 2001 IS SEXIST?
MR. HELLER: I AM SUGGESTING, YOUR HONOR, IN KEEPING
WITH DR. FISKE S TESTIMONY YESTERDAY THAT PEOPLE WHO HAD RATHER
BARE ACQUAINTANCES AND RATHER REMOTE IN TIME ACQUAINTANCES
WITH MISS HOPKINS MADE RATHER STRONG AND SWEEPING COMMENTS
ABOUT HER AND I THINK YOUR HONOR WILL RECALL, REGARDLESS OF
CROSS-EXAMINATION AND YOUR OWN QUESTIONS, THAT THAT WAS ONE OF
THE FO NTS THAT MISS FISKE MADE, WHICH IS THAT STEREOTYPING
TENDS TO MAKE STRONG COMMENTS ON THE BASIS OF VERY LIMITED
ACQUAINTANCESHIP ABOUT PEOPLE, CASTING THEM INTO WHAT SEEMS
TO BE AN ANOMALOUS VIEW OF THEIR ROLE, IF YOU WILL.



























THAT WORKING ON A TECHNICAL MATTER WITH A MAN FOR A WEEK DOES
NOT GIVE HIM AN ADEQUATE BASIS TO SERIOUSLY QUESTION THAT
PERSON'S DATA PROCESSING TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE. NOW, THAT IS
SOMETHING I'M UNABLE TO DO BECAUSE, FIRST OF ALL, I HAVE NO
DATA PROCESSING TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE AND, SECOND, I VE NEVER
WORKED WITH PEOPLE WHO DO AND THEREFORE I DON'T KNOW WHETHER
HE HAD ADEQUATE TIME OR HE DIDN'T HAVE ADEQUATE TIME TO --
DO YOU SEE WHAT MY POINT IS?
MR. HELLER: I ASKED YOUR HONOR TO LOOK AT THE
FIRST PART OF THAT COMMENT.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q DID YOU HAVE ANY LEADERSHIP RES PONS I B I LI T IES WHEN
YOU WERE WORKING WITH MR. WHEATON?
A NO.
MR. HELLER: I DIDN'T ASK YOUR HONOR TO LOOK AT THE
SECOND SENTENCE. IT WAS THE THIRD.
THE COURT: NOW, WHAT YOU'VE DONE IS PUT IT IN
BETTER PROSPECT FOR ME AND THERE WAS NOTHING SAID BEFORE AS TO
WHAT HER ROLE WAS AND MANY TIMES WHEN SHE WORKED WITH A PART¬
NER SHE DID HAVE LEADERSHIP R SPONSIBILITY. NOW, IT TURNS OUT
THAT IN THIS CASE SHE DID NOT HAVE ANY. THEN I UNDERSTAND
THAT FIRST SENTENCE DOES HAVE SIGNIFICANCE. YOU SEE, ALL I M
TRYING TO DO   I WANT TO REMIND YOU THAT I'M A TRIER OF FACT
AND I'VE GOT TO BE SURE I KNOW WHAT THE FACTS ARE. SO YOU



























MR. HELLER: LET ME MAKE A GENERALIZATION ABOUT
THESE QUESTIONS, YOUR HONOR. THERE'S NO QUESTION ABOUT THAT.
THERE ARE PEOPLE WHO  NEW HER BETTER AND HAVE NEGATIVE COMMENTS
I'M TRYING TO SHOW, AND IT IS A SEQUEL TO DR. FISKE'S TESTIMONY
THAT THERE ARE SOME PEOPLE WHO KNEW VERY LITTLE ABOUT HER AND
WHO MADE PERSONALITY RELATED OR INTANGIBLE QUALITY COMMENTS
ABOUT HER THAT I DON'T THINK --
THE COURT: WELL, I THINK THAT'S SIGNIFICANT. I NOW
HAVE IT IN FOCUS AND THAT'S WHAT I WANTED TO DO AS WE GO
THROUGH THESE.
MR. HELLER: I'M SORRY, YOUR HONOR. I JUST DIDN'T
WANT TO BE TESTIFYING MYSELF.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q NOW, MR. DOCTER, ON THE NEXT PAGE, WHAT WAS THE
EXTENT OF YOUR ACQUAINTANCE WITH MR. DOCTER DURING THE TIME
YOU WERE AT PRICE WATERHOUSE?
A I MET MR. DOCTER AT A PARTNER-MANAGER MEETING. I
BELIEVE IT WAS A FIRM MEETING OF SOME VARIETY. EITHER THE
FIRST OR THE SECOND YEAR THAT I WAS WITH PRICE WATERHOUSE.,
AND THE ONLY THING I REMEMBER OF MY MEETING WITH MR. DOCTER
WAS A CONVERSATION ABOUT MY HUSBAND, IN WHICH HE WAS TALKING
ABOUT SOME EVENTS THAT HAD TAKEN PLACE AT TOUCHE ROSS.
Q AND HOW LONG DO YOU BELIEVE THAT CONTACT LASTED
WITH MR. DOCTER?



























BEEN MORE THAN HALF AN HOUR OR 45 MINUTES.
Q ALL RIGHT. LET'S GO ON TO MR. MARGELLIN.
THE COURT: WELL, NOW, I'M GOING TO DO THE SAME
THING. THIS MAN, MR. DOCTER, IS IN AN ORGANIZATION. HE SAYS
THAT HE HAS INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION TO KNOW WHETHER SHE OUGHT
TO BE A PARTNER OR NOT. AND HE SAYS I HAVE NO FIRSTHAND
WOR ING RELATIONSHIP WITH THIS PERSON AT ALL. THE ONLY THING
I KNOW   AND I'M PEDDLING GOSSIP   THE ONLY THING I KNOW IS
THAT THREE OR FOUR MANAGERS WHO HAVE WORKED WITH HER HAD A
NEGATIVE REACTION AND HAVE SAID THAT SHE'S TOUGH AND HER
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS ARE EXTREMELY POOR. NOW, IF YOU LOOK
AT THAT -- YOU CAN LOOK AT THAT IN TWO WAYS. YOU CAN LOOK
AT THAT AS A SEXIST REACHING FOR SOME WAY TO KNIFE THE WOMAN,
FROM YOUR POINT OF VIEW, OR YOU :CAN SAY HERE IS A PARTNER
WHO FEELS HE SHOULD PASS ON WHATEVER HE'S HEARD. NOW, HAVING
MYSELF BEEN IN A LOT OF PARTNERSHIP MEETINGS DISCUSSING
PARTNERS, TO SUGGEST THAT PARTNERS DON'T PASS ON GOSSIP IN A
PARTNERSHIP DISCUSSION BETWEEN DIFFERENT PEOPLE WHO ARE
ELIGIBLE IS SO UNREALISTIC TO ME I DON T UNDERSATND --
MR. HELLER: LET ME MAKE THIS SUGGESTION TO YOUR
HONOR, THAT WHAT HAPPENS IN A PARTNERSHIP SUCH AS YOU WERE IN
AND I THINK I KNOW IT WAS COVINGTON AND BURLING, AND WHAT
HAPPENS IN PRICE WATERHOUSE'S HIGHLY STRUCTURED INSTRUCTIONS
ON LONG AND SHORT FORM COMMENTS IN WHICH I THINK IT IS REASON¬




























COMMENTS HE JUST DIDN'T FIT THE CASE. THOSE MANAGERS WORKED
WITH OTHER PARTNERS WHO CAN COMMENT DIRECTLY ON OBSERVING
MISS HOPKINS' RELATIONSHIPS WITH THOSE MANAGERS.
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT. SO YOU   DOES IT NOT COME
DOWN THEN TO THE PROPOSITI ON, OR DOES IT? I'M TRYING TO INDI¬
CATE THE THINGS THAT HAVE BEEN GOING THROUGH MY MIND, THE FOCUS
OF WHAT WE HAVE TO DO LATER, DOES IT COME DOWN TO THE FACT THAT
THE PARTNERSHIP SYSTEM IS WRONG AT PRICE WATERHOUSE, THAT THEY
SHOULDN'T CONSULT THEIR PARTNERS IN DETERMINING HOW THEY FEEL
ABOUT A PARTICULAR PERSON BEING A PARTNER? J
MR. HELLER: NO, YOUR HONOR.
THE COURT: WELL, THEN --
MR. HELLER: MAY I MAKE A STATEMENT ABOUT WHAT I
THINK IT COMES DOWN TO?
THE COURT: YES, SURELY.
MR. HELLER: IT IS A TENTATIVE ONE. YOUR HONOR WANTS
TO SEE THIS IN WRITING AND WE WANT TO THINK ABOUT THIS A LITTLE
MORE PRECISELY. MR. CONNOR'S DEPOSITION, WHICH YOU SAW IN
VIDEOTAPE, LEFT HIM SAYING WHEN I SAW THE COMMENTS I REALIZED
THAT THIS WAS ONLY A QUESTION BETWEEN NO AND HOLD. MR. CONNOR
TOLD MISS HOPKINS IT WAS THE SHORT FORM COMMENTS BECAUSE YOU
DISCOUNTED THE ONE TRULY NEGATIVE LONG FORM COMMENT FROM
MR. S TAT LAND, AND TO THAT EXTENT OBVIOUSLY I THINK THE CROSS-
EXAMINATION BY MR. TALLENT YESTERDAY, WHILE I DON'T FAULT HIM



























FIED THE PROBLEM, WHICH WAS THE SHORT FORM COMMENTS. IT IS
TRUE, AS A MATTER OF NUMBERS, AND MR. CONNOR'S DEPOSITION,
ALTHOUGH I'M NOT QUITE AS CLEAR THAT I CAN QUOTE HIM, INDICATES
THAT FEWER COMMENTS THAN THE EIGHT NEGATIVE ONES AND THE COUPLE
OF HOLD COMMENTS ARE INSUFFICIENT HERE, THOSE OUT OF A UNIVERSE
OF 662 PARTNERS ARE WHAT SERVED IN THE LIMITED WAY TO VETO A
CANDIDACY OF A PERSON WHO IS STRONGLY SUPPORTED BY A NUMBER OF
PEOPLE WHO KNOW HER WELL, ALBEIT ALSO CRITICIZED, ALSO CRITI¬
CIZED. WHAT WE SEE HERE, YOUR HONOR, IS SOMETHING NOT QUITE
EQUIVALENT TO BUT TANTAMOUNT TO A  IND OF BLACKBALLING THAT
CAN OCCUR BY STRONG NEGATIVE COMMENTS BY A LIMITED NUMBER OF
PEOPLE WITH VERY LIMITED ACQUAINTANCESHIP. AND THEN WE OFFERED
SUSAN FISKE'S TESTIMONY TO SAY THAT PEOPLE DO REACH OUT AND
MAKE INTENSITY OF COMMENTS THAT ARE NOT JUSTIFIED BY THEIR
ACQUAINTANCESHIP WITH THE CANDIDATE WHEN THEY ARE STEREOTYPING.
NOW, I KNOW THIS IS ALL NEW, YOUR HONOR, AND I WOULDN'T WANT
ANYBODY TO BUY THAT ON THE TIME YOU'VE HAD TO THIN<ABOUT IT,
BUT WE BELIEVE THAT REALLY THAT IS WHAT HAPPENS AND THAT THIS
PARTNERSHIP AS OPPOSED TO A COVINGTON AND BURLING OR KATOR,
SCOTT AND HILLER OR SMALL ACCOUNTING FIRMS, THIS PARTNERSHIP
WITH ITS HIGHLY STRUCTURED SYSTEM BUT WITH THE LAST ANALYSIS
ITS FEELING ABOUT WHAT IS A NEGATIVE BASIS COMES DOWN TO REALL
BEING A VERY SMALL NUMBER OF PEOPLE CAN, IN EFFECT, POISON A
CANDIDACY AND SAY TO OTHERS THAT DON'T KNOW HER ANY BETTER
























Q LET'S GO ON TO MR. EVERETT, FURTHER DOWN THAT PAGE.
WHAT WORKING BASIS HAD YOU HAD WITH MR. EVERETT AT PRICE
WATERHOUSE AND WHAT CONTACTS WITH HIM?
A MR. EVERETT HAD WOR ED WITH MR. HARTZ AT THE UNITED
MINE WORKERS' HEALTH AND RETIREMENT FUNDS FOR PRICE WATERHOUSE
WHEN I WAS AT TOUCHE ROSS.
Q HOW MUCH TIME HAD YOU SPENT WITH MR. EVERETT AFTER
YOU CAME TO PRICE WATERHOUSE?
A MR. EVERETT WAS INITIALLY IN THE WASHINGTON PRACTICE
OFFICE AND THEN TRANSFERED TO THE BALTIMORE OFFICE.
Q CAN YOU GIVE --
A OTHER THAN SEEING HIM IN THE HALLS OCCASIONALLY I HAC
VERY LITTLE CONTACT WITH MR. EVERETT.
Q DO YOU RECALL WHEN HE TRANSFERED TO THE BALTIMORE
OFFICE?
A I THINK IT WAS A YEAR OR SO BEFORE THIS PERIOD. I
BELIEVE HE TRANSFERED TO BALTIMORE ON MAKING PARTNER AND I
BELIEVE HE MADE PARTNER IN A YEAR OR SO BEFORE THIS PERIOD.
Q ALL RIGHT. AND IF YOU GO --
NOW, YOUR HONOR, I WANT YOU TO ASK ANY QUESTIONS
IF YOU'RE NOT  
THE COURT: WELL, YOU TOLD ME WHAT YOU'RE PUTTING
THIS IN FOR, THE UNIVERSALLY DISLIKED AS AN EXAGGERATION,



























MR. HELLER: AND I DO NOT WANT HER AS MY PARTNER,
PERIOD, BASED ON --
THE COURT: OH, SURE. IF HE DIDN'T LIKE HER HE
DIDN'T WANT HER. FINE.
BY  R. HE LER:
Q NOW, MR. CARROLL, YOU SEE WHAT HE SAYS IS THE BASIS
OF HIS EVALUATION? EXPOSURE OF CANDIDATE AT FIRM MEETINGS.
DO YOU RECALL HOW MUCH TIME YOU SPENT WITH MR. CARROLL AT
FIRM MEETINGS?
Q AT MY DEPOSITION I DIDN'T KNOW WHO MR. CARROLL WAS.
I SBUSEQUENTLY DETERMINED THAT I BELIEVE   I BELIEVE HE'S A
PARTNER IN DALLAS BECAUSE I DON'T HAVE ANY RECOLLECTION OF
MR. CARROLL AT ALL.
Q ALL RIGHT. NOW, MR. BRUGOS, JUST BELOW MR. CARROLL.
AND IS HE CORRECT ABOUT THE BASIS FOR YOUR TIME SPENT WITH
MR. BRUGOS?
A YES. I BELIEVE THAT WAS   I BELIEVE THAT WAS THE
FIRST PARTNER-MANAGER MEETING I EVER ATTENDED WITH THE FIRM
WHICH WOULD HAVE BEEN IN '78. I MIGHT BE IN ERROR, IN WHICH
CASE IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN IN THE SUMMER OF '79.
Q CAN YOU SAY HOW MUCH TOTAL TIME YOU SPENT WITH
MR. BRUGOS IN THAT SETTING?
A IT COULDN T HAVE BEEN MORE THAN FOUR HOURS IN THE
SAME ROOM WITH HIM, WITH A LARGE NUMBER OF OTHER PEOPLE.




























OF THE NEXT PAGE?
A I DON'T EVER REMEMBER MEETING MR. JOHNSON.
Q YOU DON'T RECALL ANY CONVERSATION OR CONTACT WITH
HIM AT ALL?
A I DO NOT.
Q ALL RIGHT. NOW, FINALLY, IF YOU TURN A NUMBER OF
PAGES -- NO, I'M SORRY. SOME OF THESE PAGES ARE OUT OF ORDER.
THE COURT: I KNOW. I'M FINDING THEM ALL RIGHT.
THERE'S NO TROUBLE.
MR. HELLER: MR. HOFFMAN.
THE COURT: YOU WANT HOFFMAN NOW?
THE WITNESS: MR. HOFFMAN?
MR. HELLER: YES.
THE WITNESS: I REMEMBER MEETING MR. HOFFMAN ONCE
IN THE OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT SERVICES WHEN HE CAME. HE WAS
TAL ING WITH FRED SCHICK, AS I RECALL. BUT THAT WAS 1979.
IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN 1980. AND THAT'S THE ONLY OCCASION ON WHICl
I REMEMBER MEETING MR. HOFF MAN. -
MR. HELLER: YOUR HONOR, I'M ABOUT TO MOVE ON TO
SOMETHING ELSE. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OF MISS HOPKINS
OR THINK THERE'S ANYTHING I SHOULD DO TO POINT YOU IN THE
DIRECTION -- I THOUGHT THOSE COMMENTS WERE SO SHORT THAT
YOUR HONOR COULD SEE WHAT WAS INVOLVED WITH THEM THAT MIGHT
RESONATE WITH MISS FISKE'S TESTIMONY.



























I UNDERSTAND WHY YOU'RE CALING ATTENTION TO IT AND THE ONES I
COMMENTED ON I DIDN'T UNTIL WE HAD A FURTHER DISCUSSION. I
UNDERSTAND THAT.
MR. HELLER: ALL RIGHT.
THE COURT: I HAVE NO QUESTIONS OF THE WITNESS.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q MISS HOPKINS, I WANT TO TAKE YOU BACK TO MR. EPELBAUF
TESTIMONY THE OTHER DAY. DO YOU RECALL THE CONVERSATION IN
WHICH HE SAID TO YOU BEFORE YOU WERE LEAVING TOWN TO PUT A
LITTLE SUGAR ON YOUR TONGUE?
A I DO.
Q WHAT WAS THE OCCASION OF THAT?
A ON JULY 29TH AND 30TH IN 1982 I WAS TO GO TO A
PARTNER-MANAGER MEETING OR AN AREA PARTNER-MANAGER MEETING,
ONE OF THE FIRM'S MEETINGS, IN CHICAGO. AT THAT MEETING I WAS
TO WORK WITH MR. TOM BLYTHE IN A SEMINAR KIND OF A SESSION.
MR. EPELBAUM COMMENTED THAT I SHOULD PUT A LITTLE SUGAR ON
MY TONGUE IN DEALING WITH MR. BLYTHE AND THAT I SHOULD BE
AWARE OF THE FACT THAT HE WAS AN MCP AND SHOULD BEHAVE
ACCORDINGLY.
THE COURT: HE'S A WHAT?
THE WITNESS: AN MCP.
THE COURT: I DON'T KNOW WHAT THAT IS.
Q
BY MR. HELLER:




























A IT'S A TERM USED MEANING MALE CHAUVINIST PIG, MCP.
THE COURT: I KNOW WHAT A MALE CHAUVINIST PIG IS.
MR. HELLER: THAT'S THE USUAL ABBREVIATION, YOUR
HONOR.
THE COURT: I'VE NEVER REFERRED TO IT THAT WAY.
I'VE ALWAYS CALLED IT A MALE CHAUVINIST PIG.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q THEN THAT WASN'T THE TIME WHEN YOU WERE GOING OFF
TO ST. LOUIS TO WOR  ON THE FARMERS' HOME ADMINISTRATION
CONTRACT?
A NO.
THE COURT: WERE YOU MAKING CONTEMPORANEOUS NOTES
IN ALL YOUR DEALINGS WITH THESE PEOPLE RIGHT ALONG? BECAUSE
WHENEVER THERE'S SORT OF A DIFFERENCE YOU SEEM TO BE ABLE TO
PIN IT DOWN BY HOUR AND DATE AND TIME AND PLACE. WERE YOU
RUNNING BOOK ON THESE PEOPLE?
THE WITNESS: NO.
THE COURT: WELL, WHAT DID YOU HAVE THEN? DID YOU




Q WHAT WAS THE BASIS --
THE COURT: WELL, WHERE DO YOU RESURRECT THAT WITH



























RECOLLECTION OF THE OTHER INDIVIDUALS. WHAT MAKES YOU  NOW
THAT IT WAS ON ONE OF TWO DATES JUST BEFORE YOU WERE GOING TO
SEE SOMEBODY ON SOME PURPOSE?
THE WITNESS: I KNOW WHEN I GOT TO CHICAGO.
BY MR. HELLER:
0 HOW DO YOU KNOW IT WAS ON THAT OCCASION? I THINK
THE JUDGE IS ASKING HOW DO YOU KNOW IT WAS ON THAT OCCASION
RATHER THAN THE TIME YOU WENT TO ST. LOUIS? HOW DO YOU CHECK
YOUR MEMORY ON THOSE THINGS?
A THERE ARE KEY EVENTS FOR THINGS. I KNOW, FOR
EXAMPLE, THAT JULY 8TH AHD 9TH CERTAIN THINGS TOOK PLACE AND
ON JULY 18TH AND 19TH CERTAIN THINGS TOOK PLACE AND THAT JULY
20 --
THE COURT: YOU SEE, HE SAID HE TALKED TO YOU ABOUT
IT   I'M NOT SAYING HE'S RIGHT AND YOU'RE WRONG, BUT HE SAID
HE TALKED TO YOU ABOUT IT AND HAD GIVEN YOU ADVICE WHEN YOU
CAME TO HIM AND SAID HOW AM I GOING TO DEAL WITH THESE PEOPLE
IN THE ST. LOUIS OFFICE AND HE RAN DOWN THE DIFFERENT PEOPLE
IN THE OFFICE WITH YOU AND GAVE THAT ADVICE. SO HE'S WRONG
ABOUT THAT?
THE WITNESS: I BELIEVE IT'S AN ERROR, YES.
THE COURT: WELL, NOW, ON  HAT DO YOU BASE WITH
SUCH PRECISION THAT HE'S WRONG? I MEAN WHAT DID YOU REFER TO?
DO YOU HAVE NOTES, PERSONAL NOTES?



























MY ATTORNEY BEGINNING AUGUST 11TH OR SO.
THE COURT: I'M TALKING ABOUT CONTEMPORANEOUS NOTES.
WERE YOU MAKING NOTES OF THESE MEETINGS AND THINGS AS YOU WENT
ALONG?
THE WITNESS: NO, BUT I HAVE CALENDARS, AIRLINE
TICKETS AND AMERICAN EXPRESS TO CHEC  THESE THINGS.
THE COURT: DID YOU PUT DOWN MALE CHAUVINIST PIG?
THE WITNESS: NO.
THE COURT: HOW DO YOU KNOW IT TOOK PLACE THEN?
THE WITNESS: YOUR HONOR, I KNOW THAT I WENT TO
CHICAGO.
THE COURT: I'M NOT DOUBTING AT ALL THAT YOU WENT TO
CHICAGO BECAUSE YOU HAVE AN AIRPLANE TICKET. WHAT I'M TALKING
ABOUT IS I HAVE A DIFFERENCE OF RECOLLECTION NOW BETWEEN TWO
OF YOU. YOURS IS EXTREMELY PRECISE AND IT'S JUST THAT YOUR
RECOLLECTION GENERALLY IS EXTREMELY PRECISE, IS THAT IT, AND
YOU DON'T HAVE ANYTHING TO REFER TO THAT FIXES THIS OVER ANY
CONVERSATION THAT YOU HAD WITH HIM?
THE WITNESS: NO, BUT THERE ARE SOME OTHER CONSIDERA¬
TIONS, IF YOU WILL. IN GOING TO CHICAGO I WAS SPECIFICALLY
AND BY PRIOR ARRANGEMENTS SCHEDULED TO WORK WITH MR. BLYTHE.
THE COURT: YES.
THE WITNESS: IN GOING TO   AND THE COMMENTS
RELATED TO MR. BLYTHE. THE LITTLE SUGAR ON YOUR TONGUE, MCP



























THE COURT: AS YOU RECALL IT.
THE WITNESS: AS I RECALL IT.
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT.
THE WITNESS: IN GOING TO ST. LOUIS  
THE COURT: SO YOU DIDN'T THEN ASK FOR HIS HELP ABOUT
HOW YOU SHOULD DEAL WITH THE PEOPLE IN ST. LOUIS? YOU WERE
GOING OUT THERE FOR AN IMPORTANT ASSIGNMENT. YOU DIDN'T ASK
HIM SINCE HE HAD BEEN IN THE OFFICE HOW DO I DEAL WITH THESE
PEOPLE? WHO ARE THEY? YOU DIDN'T DO THAT?
THE WITNESS: NOT TO MY RECOLLECTION.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q WHEN YOU --
THE COURT: WELL  THAT'S INTERESTING BECAUSE I WAS
GIVING YOU A GREAT DEAL OF CREDIT FOR THAT CONVERSATION AND
HAVING BEEN SENSITIVE TO INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS AND HAVING --
TO TRY TO FIND OUT HOW YOU SHOULD DEAL WITH THEM, BUT THAT
DIDN'T HAPPEN?
THE WITNESS: I DON'T -- I DON'T RECALL IT, YOUR
HONOR.
THE COURT: I THOUGHT YOU SAID IT DIDN'T HAPPEN.
THE WITNESS: ALL RIGHT. I DON'T BELIEVE IT
HAPPENED.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q WHEN YOU CAME BACK FROM THE MEETING WITH MR. BLYTHE,



























AS STUPID, AS HE HAS SAID YOU HAVE?
A NO.
Q IS THAT A  ORD THAT YOU FREQUENTLY USE, STUPID?
A NO, STUPID IS A WORD THAT I USE RARELY.
THE COURT: WHAT DO YOU USE INSTEAD OF IT?
THE WITNESS: I TEND TO   I TEND NOT TO USE WORDS
DIRECTED TOWARDS PEOPLE IN GENERAL BUT I MIGHT SAY THAT SOME¬
THING WAS UNREASONABLE, I MIGHT SAY -- TALKING ABOUT A PIECE
OF ADVICE, I MIGHT SAY THAT IT WAS UNREASONABLE, I MIGHT SAY
THAT IT WAS NOT HELPFUL, I MIGHT SAY THAT IT WAS NOT USEFUL.
I MIGHT SAY THAT IT WAS INAPPROPRIATE. STUPID IS A WORD THAT
I WOULD NOT USE.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q DO YOU RECALL THE INCIDENT THAT MR. EPELBAUM
TESTIFIED ABOUT WHEN YOU TAL ED TO MR. CO NOR ABOUT THE ARRANGE
MENTS FOR HIM COMING DOWN TO WASHINGTON IN CONNECTION WITH A
RECEPTION FOR THE FMS PHASE T O CONTRACT?
A I DO. THAT TOOK PLACE IN APRIL OR MAY OF 1982. THE
STATE DEPARTMENT WAS PLANNING TO HAVE A RECEPTION INVOLVING
PRICE WATERHOUSE AND A NUMBER OF OTHER FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
OFFICIALS. I WAS CHARGED WITH THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEALING
WITH THE LOGISTICS FOR THAT RECEPTION. ONE OF THE LOGISTICAL
ELEMENTS WAS THE SCHEDULE. I HAD BEEN CALLING MR. CONNOR'S
SECRETARY AND HAD BEEN UNABLE TO REACH HER. I CALLED LATE



























MR. CONNOR ANSWERED THE TELEPHONE HIMSELF. SO I ASKED HIM
ON WHAT DATES HE MIGHT BE AVAILABLE FOR THAT PARTICULAR --
FOR THAT RECEPTION.
Q YOU WEREN'T TRYING TO TALK TO MR. CONNOR DIRECTLY,
IS THAT CORRECT?
A I WAS NOT TRYING TO TALK TO MR. CONNOR AT ALL. I
WAS TRYING TO GET TO HIS SECRETARY ON HIS SCHEDULE.
Q DO YOU RECALL A DISCUSSION YOU HAD WITH MR. EPELBAUM7
I THIN  YOU TESTIFIED SOME ABOUT THIS ALREADY  
TELL MR
THE COURT: WELL, I'D BE INTERESTED TO  NOW, DID YOU
EPELBAUM WHAT YOU JUST SAID WHEN HE CONFRONTED YOU
WITH HAVING DEALT ACROSS LINES TO THE BOSS? DID YOU TELL HIM
THAT?
THE WITNESS: I DON'T REMEMBER.
THE COURT: YOU DON'T REMEMBER?
THE WITNESS: BUT IT'S EXTREMELY LIKELY THAT I WOULD
HAVE.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q DO YOU RECALL HIM CHIDING YOU, SAYING YOU SHOULDN'T
BE CALLING MR. CONNOR DIRECTLY?
A I DON'T RECALL THAT.
Q DO YOU  
THE COURT: YOU DON'T RECALL HIS DISCUSSING WITH YOU
THAT YOU HAD GONE TO CONNOR DIRECTLY? I WANT TO BE SURE THAT





























THE WITNESS: IT'S QUITE POSSIBLE THAT SUCH A
CONVERSATION TOOK PLACE, BUT IT  
THE COURT: YOU DON'T REMEMBER IT.
THE WITNESS: I DON'T REMEMBER IT. IT COULDN'T HAVE
BEEN DESCRIBED AS A MAJOR EVENT OR I WOULD HAVE REMEMBERED IT.
THE COURT: RIGHT.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q DO YOU RECALL YOUR MEETING WITH MR. EPELBAUM AFTER
THE MEETING YOU HAD IN NEW YOR  WITH MR. CONNOR FOLLOWING YOUR
HOLD FOR A PARTNERSHIP?
A YES, I DO.
Q DID YOU DURING THAT TIME SAY THE THINGS THAT HE SAID,
SPECIFICALLY WHO IS MR. FRIDLEY? WHAT DOES HE COUNT FOR?
A NO, I DIDN'T. THAT WAS THE THIRD OR FOURTH IN A
SERIES OF CONVERSATIONS THAT I HAD WITH A NUMBER OF OTHER
PARTNERS ON THE SAME SUBJECT.
Q DID YOU TALK ABOUT MR. CONNOR SAYING THAT HE HAD
USED SOME CHITS IN ORDER TO GET MR. LUM AND MR. SCHICK IN AND
THEREFORE HE WOULD HAVE TO DEAL WITH YOUR PROBLEM NEXT YEAR?
A I DID NOT SAY THAT.
Q ALL RIGHT. DID YOU HAVE A DIFFERENT CONVERSATION
WITH MR. EPELBAUM IN DESCRIBING YOUR MEETING WITH MR. CONNOR
THAN YOU DID WITH ANY OF THE OTHER PARTNERS YOU MET WITH,




























Q ALL RIGHT. DID YOU KNOW AT THE TIME MR. EPELBAUM
WAS A PERSON WHO HAD AT LEAST STRONG DOUBTS ABOUT YOUR CANDI¬
DACY?
A NO. AT THAT TIME, WHICH WAS BETWEEN APRIL 4TH,
APRIL 11TH AND APRIL 20TH OR SO, IN THAT TIME PERIOD, I THOUGHT
THAT MR. EPELBAUM WAS PROBABLY ONE OF MY STRONGEST SUPPORTERS.
Q HAD HE SAID ANYTHING TO SUGGEST THAT TO YOU?
A SOMETIMES DURING THE MONTH BEFORE I WAS HELD
MR. EPELBAUM HAD SAID TO ME THAT HE THOUGHT I SHOULD BE A
PARTNER BECAUSE HE BELIEVED I COULD MAKE MONEY FOR THE FIRM.
BETWEEN   SHORTLY AFTER I WAS HELD, IN FACT, SOMEWHERE IN
ABOUT THAT SAME TIMEFRAME BEFORE THE PARTNERSHIP CANDIDATES
WERE POSTED HE HAD COMMENTED TO ME THAT I SHOULD STAY HOME
AT THE TIME THAT THE PARTNER LIST WAS POSTED BECAUSE THERE
WERE GOING TO BE PEOPLE ON THAT LIST WHO WERE NOT FIT TO LICK
MY BOOTS. I HAD NO REASON ON EARTH TO BELIEVE THAT MR. EPELB
WAS EVEN MILDLY NEGATIVE.
Q IS THAT HIS PHRASE OR YOURS?
A THAT'S HIS PHRASE.
Q NOW, YOU'VE HEARDTESTIMONY ABOUT THE INCIDENT
INVOLVING JAMIE MC CULLOUGH. WOULD YOU TELL US   YOU DID, I
GATHER, ORIGINALLY OFFER JAMIE MC CULLOUGH AS A TRANSFER FROM





























Q HOW DID YOU COME TO DECIDE THAT THAT COULDN'T BE
DONE?
A I SPOKE WITH THE MANAGERS ON THE PROJECT, SANDY
INSEY AND HARRY BARSCHDORF, THEY INDICATED THAT THAT WAS
ABSOLUTELY NOT ACCEPTABLE TO THEM AND SUGGESTED ALTERNATIVES.
THE -- WHEN AN ALTERNATIVE -- I'M NOT CERTAIN WHETHER BOTH
BRIAN GOODHART AND LESLIE ALTON WERE BOTH PROPOSED AS ALTER¬
NATIVES OR JUST LESLIE ALTON. I CALLED MR. BEYER AND INDICATES
THAT SANDY AND HARRY HAD GRAVE CONCERNS ABOUT MY PREVIOUS
DECISION CONCERNING JAMIE MC CULLOUGH AND I TOLD MR. BEYER THAT
I.DIDN'T THINK WE COULD PROVIDE JAMIE MC CULLOUGH AND HE TOLD
ME TO CALL MR. EPELBAUM. I SPOKE TO MR. EPELBAUM AND OFFERED
HIM THE LESLIE ALTON OPTION. I MAY HAVE ALSO OFFERED HIM THE




Q NOW, DID YOU DURING THE MEETING AT WHICH YOU DID
OFFER JAMIE MC CULLOUGH BEFORE YOU HAD TO RETRACT THAT, DID
YOU RAISE YOUR VOICE AND SAY DON T TELL ME HOW TO RUN MY PRO¬
JECT?
A NO, I DIDN'T. AND I NOTE THAT IN MR. BEYER'S





























Q NOW, FINALLY, DO YOU RECALL CONVERSATIONS WITH
MR. EPELBAUM ABOUT THE TIME WHEN YOU LEARNED IN AUGUST THAT
YOU WERE NOT TO BE RE-PROPOSED? DO YOU RECALL SPECIFICALLY
THE CONVERSATION IN WHICH MR. EPELBAUM TOLD YOU THAT IF HE WERE
YOU HE'D BE LOOKING ELSEWHERE FOR A JOB?
A YES .
Q HOW DID THAT COME ABOUT?
A ON AUGUST  TH, WHICH I BELIEVE WAS A THURSDAY, ON
THE FOURTH DAY OF THE QUALITY CONTROL REVIEW THE PROJECT FOR
WHICH I WAS RESPONSIBLE, THE REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM,
WAS DECLARED TECHNICALLY NOT IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE FIRM'S
HIGH STANDARDS FOR TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE. SOMETHING THAT
ABSOLUTELY HORRIFIED ME BECAUSE IT WAS NOT MY EXPERIENCE OR
THE CLIENT'S EXPERIENCE. I FOUND THAT OUT AROUND 5:30 OR
SIX O'CLOC  AT NIGHT. WHEN I GOT HOME I CALLED MR. EPELBAUM
AND ASKED HIM IF BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE QCR I SHOULD BE
GETTING A MESSAGE. MR. EPELBAUM INDICATED THAT IF OTHER OPTIOl
WERE STILL OPEN TO ME I SHOULD TAKE ONE AND HE SUGGESTED THAT
PERHAPS I MIGHT DEVELOP A HEADACHE WHEN THE   THE NEXT DAY
WHEN THE QCR RESULTS WOULD BE DISCUSSED.
Q WAS THERE ANY DISCUSSION DURING THAT CONVERSATION
OF WHAT THE PARTNERS MIGHT HAVE DECIDED ABOUT YOUR CANDIDACY,
ABOUT RE-PROPOSING YOU?
A NO.




























A YES. THE FOLLOWING MONDAY OR TUESDAY I HAD A MEETING
WITH MR. EPELBAUM ON A PROJECT RELATED MATTER DEALING EITHER
WITH FMS OR REMS. EITHER BEFORE, OR I BELIEVE IT'WAS AFTER
THAT MEETING, I ASKED MR. EPELBAUM WHAT THE PARTNERS HAD
DECIDED WITH REGARD TO PROPOSING ME FOR THE PARTNERSHIP.
MR. EPELBAUM SAID THAT HE COULD NOT, SHOULD NOT AND WOULD
NOT DISCUSS WHAT THE PARTNERS HAD DECIDED AND THAT MR. BEYER
WOULD BE DISCUSSING IT WITH ME LATER ON IN THE WEEK.
Q DID YOU PLEAD WITH HIM TO TELL YOU?
A I DID NOT.
MR. HELLER: I HAVE NO FURTHER QUESTIONS OF
MISS HOPKINS.
CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY  R. TALLENT:
Q MISS HOPKINS, YOU HAVE TESTIFIED THAT YOU TESTIFIED
INCORRECTLY IN YOUR DEPOSITION THAT '-- WHEN YOU  TTRIBUTED TO
YOURSELF CERTAIN PHRASES AND CHARACTERIZATIONS OF GAMES THAT
PEOPLE PLAY IN YOUR CONVERSATION WITH PETE MAC VEAGH, IS
THAT CORRECT?
A THAT S CORRECT.
Q AND YOU TESTIFIED THAT YOU CORRECTED THAT RECOLLEC¬
TION BY CONSULTING SOME NOTES?
A THAT'S CORRECT.



























TESTIMONY HERE, I TAKE IT?
A THAT'S CORRECT.
Q MAY I SEE THEM?
MR. HELLER: I THINK THEY SHOULD BE MADE AN
EXHIBIT. I'LL OFFER THEM.
DO YOU WANT A COPY FOR THE JUDGE AND MAKE AN
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E XH I B I T ?
MR. TALLENT: I WANT TO READ IT FIRST.
BY MR. TALLENT:
Q IS THIS -- I'VE BEEN HANDED A PAGE. IS THIS PART
OF A MULTI-PAGE SET OF NOTES? OR IS THIS ONE PAGE THE ENTIRE
SET OF NOTES?
A IT'S PART OF A MULTI-PAGE SET OF NOTES.
Q AND YOU HAVE SUBSEQUENT TO MY TAKING YOUR DEPOSITION,
OR MISS IRELAND TA ING YOUR DEPOSITION, YOU HAD A COPY OF THAT
RETURNED TO YOU AND YOU SIGNED IT, IS THAT CORRECT?
A THAT'S CORRECT.
Q AND YOU DID NOT, ALTHOUGH YOU READ THE DEPOSITION,
YOU DID NOT FIND THIS CORRECTION AT THAT TIME?
A MY UNDERSTANDING WAS THAT I WAS TO CORRECT TYPO¬
GRAPHICAL ERRORS AND OMITTED WORDS FROM THE DEPOSITION, NOT
THAT I WAS TO CORRECT THINGS THAT WERE SAID IN ERROR.
Q WHO ADVISED YOU TO DO THAT?




























Q HE TOLD YOU YOU SHOULDN'T CORRECT OTHER THINGS?
A THAT'S CORRECT.
MR. HELLER: I LL STIPULATE THAT I DID ADVISE HER
OF THAT, YOUR HONOR.
BY MR. TALLENT:
Q AND IT'S THIS SET OF NOTES THAT REFRESHED YOUR
RECOLLECTION ON WHO SAID WHAT IN THAT MEETING?
THE COURT: WELL, WHERE DID THESE NOTES COME FROM?
YOU TOLD ME YOU DIDN'T TAKE CONTEMPORANEOUS NOTES. ARE THESE
NOTES THAT YOU HAD PREPARED FOR YOUR LAWYER? IS THAT WHAT
YOU'RE SAYING?
THE WITNESS: YES.
THE COURT: YOU SAY IT S PART OF A MULTI-SHEET BU CH
OF NOTES.
THE WITNESS: YES. WHEN I FIRST WENT TO MY ATTORNEYS
IN THE FIRST WEEK IN AUGUST THEY ASKED ME TO PREPARE NOTES OF
EVERYTHING THAT I COULD REMEMBER.
THE COURT: AND IT S PART OF THOSE NOTES.
THE WITNESS: AND IT IS PART OF THOSE NOTES.
BY MR. TALLENT:
Q BUT THEY'RE NOT CONTEMPORANEOUS NOTES MADE RIGHT
AFTER YOUR MEETING WITH PETE MAC VEAGH?
A THESE ARE NOT. THEY'RE MORE CONTEMPORANEOUS THAN
MY CURRENT REMEMBRANCE.



























A MY CONVERSATION WITH MR. MAC VEAGH WAS EITHER ON
JULY 7TH OR JULY 8TH .
Q I BELIEVE IN TESTIMONY HERE YOU -- HAVE YOU EVER
BEEN IN MR. EPELBAUM'S OFFICE?
A
HE'S  
I HAVE BEEN IN THREE OF MR. EPELBAUM’S OFFICES.
Q DID YOU EVER NOTICE IN HIS OFFICE A PLAQUE GIVEN
TO HIM BY THE STAFF IN ST. LOUIS?
A YES, I DID.
Q ISN'T IT TRUE THAT ONE OF THE, QUOTE, PHRASES ON THAT
PLAQUE IS "PUT A LITTLE SUGAR ON YOUR TONGUE"?
A THAT'S QUITE POSSIBLE. I DON T   I DON'T KNOW.
THAT S QUITE POSSIB E..
Q IN YOUR DEPOSITION YOU ALSO TESTIFIED THAT -- WE 'HAD
SOME CONVERSATION YOU MAY RECALL ABOUT THE KINDS OF WORDS BY
WHICH YOU EXPRESSED DISAPPROVAL. DO YOU REMEMBER THAT?
A THAT'S CORRECT.
Q AND I DIRECTED -- IS IT TRUE THAT YOU SOMETIMES
DESCRIBE AN END PRODUCT THAT YOU THIN  UNLIKELY AS "ALL
FUCKED UP"?
A WOULD YOU REPEAT THE QUESTION?
Q IS IT TRUE THAT SOMETIMES YOU DESCRIBE AN END
PRODUCT WHICH YOU FIND TO BE INADEQUATE AS BEING "ALL FUCKED
UP"?



























YOUR QUESTION IS YES. IF I RECALL   IN FACT, IT DIDN'T MATTER,
IF I RECALL, THE MANNER IN WHICH I TEND TO DESCRIBE A PRODUCT
THATMIGHT RESULT IN A SLIPPAGE OF THE SCHEDULE. IN TERMS OF THE
CORRECTIVE ACTION REQUIRED TO FIX IT I MIGHT DESCRIBE SUCH A
PRODUCT AS "ALL FUCKED UP," YES.
Q YOU ALSO TESTIFIED AT YOUR DEPOSITION ABOUT YOUR
CONVERSATION WITH MR. EPELBAUM CONCERNING HIS VIEW THAT
MR. BLYTHE WAS A MALE CHAUVINIST, IS THAT  
A THAT'S CORRECT.
Q AND DID YOU IN THE DEPOSITION TESTIFY THAT THAT
CONVERSATION TOO  PLACE ON THE   IN CONNECTION WITH YOUR
CHICAGO VISIT OR WITH RESPECT TO YOUR VISIT TO THE ST. LOUIS
OFFICE?
A I BELIEVE THAT I TESTIFIED THAT IT WAS EITHER THE
ST. LOUIS OFFICE OR THE AREA PARTNERS' MEETING.
Q BUT YOU WERE LESS SURE AT THAT TIME THAN 1 YOU WERE
HERE AS TO WHEN THAT TOOK PLACE?
A THAT'S CORRECT.
Q WHAT HAS MADE YOU SURER HERE THAN THERE?
A LET'S LOOK AT WHAT TOOK PLACE. FIRST OFF, THE MAJOR
PLAYER   THE COMMENT WITH REGARD TO SUGAR ON THE TONGUE WAS
RELATED SPECIFICALLY TO MR. BLYTHE. THE MEETING IN CHICAGO
WAS RELATED ONLY TO MR. BLYTHE. WHAT TOOK PLACE IN THE INTERIM
WAS THAT AT THE END OF JULY I WENT TO DENVER. I BELIEVE IT



























WHERE I WAS GONE FOR AN ENTIRE WEEK. AT THE BEGI NING OF
JULY MY PROJECT WAS BEING SUBJECTED TO SOME RATHER INTENSIVE
REVIEWS AND THERE WERE MAJOR END PRODUCTS REQUIRED FOR THAT
WHICH REQUIRED THAT I WOR  LONG HOURS AND I BASICALLY DIDN'T
HAVE TIME TO DEAL WITH MR. EPELBAUM ON ANY MATTER IN THAT TIME
PERIOD. SO THAT IF YOU LOOK AT THE THINGS THAT TOOK PLACE
BETWEEN WHEN I WENT TO CHICAGO AND WHEN I LEFT FOR ST. LOUIS
I HAD NO RECORD OF ANY MEETINGS WHATEVER WITH MR. EPELBAUM IN
THAT TIME PERIOD.
THE COURT: WELL, THEN, YOU DID KEEP RECORDS OF
MEETINGS.
THE WITNESS: IN TERMS OF MY CALENDAR, YES.
THE COURT: WELL, WHAT DID YOU WRITE ON YOUR
CALENDAR?
THE WITNESS: NORMALLY THE KIND OF ENTRY WITH REGARD
TO MR. EPELBAUM WOULD BE  
THE COURT: I DIDN'T ASK YOU NORMALLY. WHAT DID YOU
WRITE ON YOUR CALENDAR?
THE WITNESS: "DE" WOULD HAVE BEEN -- IF I HAD A
MEETING WITH MR. EPELBAUM THAT'S WHAT I WOULD HAVE WRITTEN
DOWN .
THE COURT: YOU JUST PUT DOWN EVERY MEETING YOU HAD.
THE WITNESS: THAT'S CORRECT.
THE COURT: BUT YOU DIDN'T PUT DOWN WHAT HAPPENED
IN THE MEETING. IS THAT WHAT YOU'RE TELLING ME?




























PERIOD I DIDN'T HAVE ANY MEETINGS WITH MR. EPELBAUM.
BY MR. TALLENT:
Q SO YOU'RE SURE YOU DIDN'T CONSULT WITH MR. EPELBAUM
BEFORE YOU WENT TO ST. LOUIS?
A THAT'S CORRECT.
MR. TALLENT: WE'VE DESIGNATED IT AND THE COURT CAN
MAKE ITS OWN COMPARISON.
I HAVE NO FURTHER QUESTIONS  YOUR HONOR.
MR. HELLER: THAT CONCLUDES OUR REBUTTAL, YOUR HONOR,
AND I  NOW YOU'RE GETTING READY FOR ANOTHER HEARING. YOU WANTE
TO TALK SCHEDULING.
THE COURT: WELL, WHAT FURTHER TESTIMONY, IF ANY,
IS THE DEFENDANT GOING TO HAVE? ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE FURTHER
TESTIMONY?
MR. TALLENT: I THINK I'M GOING TO HAVE ONLY ONE
CORRECTIVE MATTER WHICH I THINK WILL NOT REQUIRE ANY FURTHER
TESTIMONY, YOUR HONOR.
YOUR HONOR, I WOULD SIMPLY OFFER AS DEFENDANT'S
NEXT -- THERE'S BEEN SOME TESTIMONY THAT PRICE WATERHOUSE HAS
NOT PUT OUT ANY STATEMENTS CONCERNING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPOR¬
TUNITY AT PRICE WATERHOUSE AND I WANTED TO CORRECT THE RECORD
WITH RESPECT TO THOSE STATEMENTS BY OFFERING THE LETTER THAT
IS DISTRIBUTED TO EMPLOYEES WITH MR. CONNOR'S SIG ATURE AND
THE EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK WHICH HAS CERTAIN SENTENCES.
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT.




































WAS BROUGHT UP TOO AND THAT WOULD BE
EXHIBIT.
41 .
BE SURE THE CLERK UNDERSTANDS WHAT
AND I WOULD MOVE 88 AND 89 INTO
ANY OBJECTION TO 8 8 OR 89?
I SAW ONE OF THEM. I DIDN'T SEE THE
OTHER.
THE COURT: ONE IS THE FORMAL BOOK AND THE OTHER IS
AN EMPLOYEE LETTER.
MR. HELLER: NO OBJECTION. AND WE WILL OFFER THIS
AS PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 41. THE EXCERPT FROM THE NOTES.
THE COURT: AND THAT WILL BE RECEIVED.
(WHEREUPON, DEFENDANT S EXHIBIl
88 AND 89 AND PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT 41 WERE RECEIVED INTO
EVIDENCE)
THE COURT: SO THE RECORD IS CLOSED ON BOTH SIDES?
MR. TALLENT : YES, YOUR HONOR.
MR. HELLER: YES, YOUR HONOR.
THE COURT: WELL, NOW --
MR. TALLENT : YOUR HONOR, I THINK THAT THERE ARE TWO



























HAVE OBJECTIONS TO THOSE?
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MR. HURON: WE DO. CAN I ADDRESS OUR OBJECTIONS TO
THOSE EXHIBITS, YOUR HONOR?
THE COURT: YES. THERE ARE TWO EXHIBITS YOU
OBJECTED TO, AS I RECALL, IF MY NOTES ARE ACCURATE IT'S 68 AND
74.
74.
MR. HURON: YES, SIR. DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS 68 AND
THE COURT: WELL, I COULD TAKE A LOOK AT THEM. I'VE
NEVER LOOKED AT THEM.
MR. HURON: YOUR HONOR, DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS 68 AND
74 CONTAIN FRAGMENTS FROM LONG AND SHORT FORMS AND COMMENTS
MADE ABOUT A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT CANDIDATES. THOSE FRAGMENTS
ARE NOT PLACED IN THE CONTEXT OF THE OTHER COMMENTS MADE ABOUT
THE CANDIDATES SO WE CAN'T TELL FROM THEM WHETHER THEY'RE
TYPICAL OR ATYPICAL. IN ADDITION, THEY DON'T EVEN CONTAIN
THE ENTIRE COMMENTS MADE BY AN INDIVIDUAL RATER AND I THINK IN
THAT SENSE THEY'RE GROSSLY MISLEADING. I CAN GIVE YOU AN
EXAMPLE OF THAT. IF YOU LOOK AT EXHIBIT 68 AT PAGE 152,
THERE'S A COMMENT AT THE TOP OF THAT PAGE, PAGE 152, BY MR.
GOODSTAT AND IF YOU LOOK ON THE PREVIOUS PAGE YOU CAN SEE HE'S
REFERRING TO MR. FOWLER FROM TAMPA. IN DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT
64, WHICH IS IN EVIDENCE, THERE IS THE COMPLETE COPY OF THE
COMMENTS MADE ABOUT MR. FOWLER AND IF I COULD HAND THIS UP,




























MR. GOODSTAT'S COM ENT. WE THINK THERE'S BEEN SOME REFERENCE
TO THAT IN TESTIMONY ALREADY, YOUR HONOR.
YOUR HONOR, DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 64, WHICH IS IN
EVIDENCE, CONTAINS FULL PERSONNEL FILES OF SEVERAL CANDIDATES
WHO THE DEFENDANT CONTENDS ARE COMPARABLE TO MISS HOP INS. WE
THINK THAT'S A FAIR ARGUMENT FOR THEM TO MAKE, ALTHOUGH WE
DISAGREE WITH IT. WE DON'T THINK THAT IT'S FAIR TO PUT IN
THESE TYPES OF FRAGMENTARY COMMENTS OUT OF CONTEXT.
THE COURT: I'LL RETURN THIS TO YOU. WHAT'S THE
SITUATION AS TO 74?
MR. HURON: 74, YOUR HONOR, IS A SIMILAR TYPE OF
DOCUMENT. AS I UNDERSTAND IT, IT'S LIMITED TO INDIVIDUALS
WHO WERE   WHO EITHER EVALUATED MISS HOPKINS ON LONG AND
SHORT FORMS OR WHO SERVED ON THE ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE OR
POLICY BOARD DURING THE TIME IN WHICH SHE WAS CONSIDERED.
BUT IT'S THE SAME TYPE OF DOCUMENT AND THE SAME TYPE OF
EXCERPTING AS IS DONE IN 68.
THE COURT: WELL, I THINK IT GOES TO THE QUESTION OF
PURPOSE. CERTAINLY YOU'RE COMMENTING TO THE WEIGHT. IF THE
PURPOSE OF SIMPLY TO SHOW THAT PEOPLE TALK ABOUT PERSONALITY
TRAITS IN THIS PROCESS I SUPPOSE THEY HAVE SOME RELEVANCE BUT
CERTAINLY IF I DON T HAVE THE ENTIRE DOCUMENT THE SIGNIFICANCE
OF THE COMMENT  BEYOND THAT IS OF NO CONSEQUENCE.
MR. HURON: THAT WOULD BE OUR POINT, YOUR HONOR.



























OFFERED SIMPLY TO SHOW --
MR. TALLENT: SIMPLY TO SHOW THAT THIS IS THE
REGULAR FODDER OF THIS PROCESS  YOUR HONOR.
THE COURT: FOR THAT LIMITED PURPOSE I'LL RECEIVE
THEM BUT I'VE EXPRESSED SYMPATHY WITH THE QUALIFICATIONS THAT
THE PLAINTIFF RAISES.
(WHEREUPON, DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT
68 AND 7  WERE RECEIVED INTO
EVIDENCE)
THE COURT: NOW, WHAT ELSE IS THERE?
MR. HURON: I THINK THAT S IT, YOUR HONOR.
SCHEDULING, I THINK, AT THIS POINT.
THE COURT: THAT WOULD BE COURT B, WILL IT?
MR. TALLENT: I THINK WE DESIGNATE IT ALL AS
COURT A.
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT. THAT S ADDED TO COURT A.
MR. TALLENT: YES.
THE COURT: HAVE YOU SEEN THOSE?
MR. HELLER: I JUST WANTED TO GET THE LINES DOWN,
YOUR HONOR.
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT. ADD THAT TO COURT A, A YELLOV
SHEET.
WELL, NOW, ON SCHEDULE, GENTLEMEN, WHAT YOU WANT --
SOMEWHAT TO MY REGRET THE WHOLE THRUST OF THIS CASE CHANGED




























SUGGESTION TO MAKE TO YOU AS TO HOW  E OUGHT TO GO. I HAD
OBVIOUSLY NAIVELY ASSUMED FOR THE FIRST TIME I HAD A CASE WHERE
THE PART ES WEREN T CALLING EACH OTHER LIARS. NOW I'VE GOT
THAT AND SO I'M BACK IN THE OLD FAMILIAR DISCRIMINATION CASE
WHICH HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH MOST OF THE ISSUES WE'VE LITI¬
GATED.
MR. HELLER: WELL  THAT'S ON ONE PHASE, YOUR HONOR.
THE COURT: WELL, THAT'S MY VIEW OF IT. WE'RE NOW
CALLING PEOPLE LIARS. WE'VE GOT QUESTIONS OF CREDIBILITY.
WE HAVE A CASE THAT IS IN MANY WAYS A GARDEN VARIETY CASE. I
WAS DISAPPOINTED, BUT THAT'S THE PLAINTIFF'S CHOICE. NOW,
HOW DO YOU WANT TO PROCEED?
MR. HELLER: WELL, YOUR HONOR, WE WANT TO PROCEED
IN THE WAY THAT S HELPFUL TO YOU, CLEARLY . I MEAN THAT S --
THE COURT: WELL, IT WOULD SEEM TO ME I HAVE TO HAVE
PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT. THERE'S MASSIVE DOCUMENTARY MATE R17
AND I HAVE TO HAVE PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT FROM EACH SIDE
CROSS-INDEXED TO THE EXHIBITS SO I CAN FIND IT. I DON'T SEE
ANY OTHER WAY -- I DON'T THINK THERE'S ANY OTHER WAY I CAN
DO THAT SO WE OUGHT TO SET A DATE WHEN YOU BOTH FEEL YOU CAN
PRESENT YOUR PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT.
MR. TALLENT: YOUR HONOR, I WOULD THIN  IT BETTER,
IF WE'RE GOING TO GO THAT STEP, TO DO THAT AFTER THE TRANSCRIP
HAD BEEN COMPLETED.




























WAIT FOR TRANSCRIPTS. IF I WAIT FOR A TRANSCRIPT, I DON'T
KNOW, I MAY NOT EVEN BE HERE. AND CERTAINLY I WON'T REMEMBER
THE CASE. I THOUGHT THERE WAS SOME FEELING -- I MEAN I'M
TROUBLED ABOUT THAT- IF YOU WANT A TRANSCRIPT, BUT YOU DIDN'T
MA E ANY PLANS FOR IT. YOU DIDN'T ORDER IT. YOU DIDN'T GET
RUSH COPY. YOU DIDN'T GET DAILY COPY.
MR. TALLENT: WE DIDN'T GET DAILY COPY BUT I ASKED
IT BE STARTED TO BE PREPARED YESTERDAY. I DIDN'T MAKE THOSE
PROVISIONS.
THE COURT: MAYBE WE OUGHT TO HAVE THE TRANSCRIPT.
WE HAVE AN EXCELLENT REPORTER WHO IS VERY QUICK.
HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE, MISS ZIZZO?
THE REPORTER: WITHIN TWO WEEKS.
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT, THEN. THAT'S BETTER THAN I
EXPECTED. IF YOU ORDER IT THEN, WHY, THEN WE'LL DO IT WITH
THE TRANSCRIPT.
SO THAT MEANS WHAT, SIX WEEKS BEFORE WE GET
PROPOSED FINDINGS?
MR. HELLER: YOUR HONOR, I GUESS I'LL HAVE TO
CONTRIBUTE MY SHARE. I WAS GOING TO BE OUT OF THE COUNTRY
FROM APRIL 2 5TH ON. I THOUGHT WE WOULD BE ON A SHORTER
SCHEDULE, BUT WHATEVER YOUR HONOR   I THINK SIX WEEKS IS
NOT UNREASONABLE.
THE COURT: I'M WILLING TO TAKE ANY DATE YOU ALL



























WOULD ASSUME IS THAT WE ALSO PERHAPS STILL HAVE SOME OF THE
PROBLEMS I THOUGHT WERE IN THE CASE.
MR. HELLER: I THINK IN THE FIRST PHRASE IT STILL
IS VERY MUCH THE WAY YOUR HONOR SAW IT YESTERDAY.
THE COURT: I DON'T THINK SO. I THINK IT'S QUITE
CHANGED. YOU'VE GOT YOUR DISCRIMINATORY OFFICIAL NOW AND
YOU'VE CALLED HIM A LIAR. THAT'S WHERE WE ARE AND I DIDN'T
THINK THAT'S WHAT WE WERE -- I DIDN'T THINK THAT WAS WHAT WE
WERE TRYING AND I HAD HOPED FOR ONCE I WOULDN'T HAVE TO BE
TRYING SUCH A CASE, BUT WE HAVE IT NOW AND I'M GOING TO HAVE
TO DEAL WITH IT BECAUSE MR. EPELBAUM IS A MAN WHO PREVENTED
THE RECONSIDERATION OF THIS WOMAN IN AN ORDERLY COURSE FROM
PARTNERSHIP AS DESIRED BY THE HEAD OF THE COMPANY AND THE
RESULT OF THAT IS THEREFORE WE HAVE TO DECIDE VERY   WE HAVE
VERY SHARP QUESTIONS OF CREDIBILITY THAT YOU'VE PRESENTED AND
IF MR. EPELBAUM IS NOT TELLING THE TRUTH AND IT'S PERFECTLY
CLEAR HE WAS DISCRIMINATING THEN IT S PERFECTLY CLEAR THAT
THERE'S SOMETHING WRONG AND I DID NOT THINK THAT WAS WHAT
THIS CASE WAS. THEY OFTEN END UP THAT WAY, EVERYBODY CALLING
PEOPLE LIARS. I WAS VERY IMPRESSED WITH THE FACT THAT THERE
WAS NONE OF THAT ON THE DEFENDANT'S SIDE. THERE WAS AN OBVIOUS
CLEAR DESIRE ON THE PART OF THE DEFENDANT TO HAVE THE MERITS
OF THEIR SYSTEM AND THEIR APPROACH TO THESE THINGS LOOKED AT
IN TERMS OF RUNNING THIS PARTNERSHIP AND IN TERMS OF MEETING




























TO REACH ALL THESE COSMIC PROBLEMS IF I ACCEPT YOUR WITNESSES 
TESTIMONY  SO  E HAVE QUITE A DIFFERENT CASE.
NOWALL I'M SAYING TO YOU IS I'LL RECEIVE FINDINGS
ON ANY SCHEDULE THAT YOU WISH AND YOU CAN SET THAT SCHEDULE UP
IN ANY WAY YOU WISH.
MR. HELLER: WELL, IF WE'RE GOING TO GO ON A
TRANSCRIPT FRESHNESS AND MEMORY IS PROBABLY NOT SO IMPORTANT.
YOUR HONOR HAS PROBABLY BETTER NOTES THAN WE DO. I WILL NOT
BE HERE FOR THE SIX WEEKS, BUT I THIN  I CAN CONTRIBUTE MY
SHARE BEFORE THAT IF THE TRANSCRIPT IS READY IN TWO WEEKS.
MR. TALLENT: SIX WEEKS IS ABOUT THE 10TH OF MAY?
THE DEPUTY CLERK: YES, SIR.
MR. HELLER: WE'RE RIGHT AT THE END OF MARCH RIGHT
NOW SO THAT WOULD BRING US TO, I BELIEVE   YES, MAY 10TH IS
THE SECOND FRIDAY IN MAY.
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT.
NOW, THEN WHEN DO YOU WANT   WHEN WOULD BRIEFS
COME?
MR. HURON: EXCUSE ME, YOUR HONOR, I NOTE THAT I
HAVE A TRIAL BEGINNING BEFORE JUDGE PARKER ON MAY 7TH.
THE COURT: WELL, WHAT'S THAT GOT TO DO WITH WHAT
WE RE TALKING ABOUT?
MR. HURON: IF THE DEADLINE WAS GOING TO BE MAY
10TH --



























I'LL PUT IT OVER TO THE 15TH IF YOU WANT TO.
MR. HURON: MAY 3RD WOULD BE FINE.
MR. HELLER: MAY 3RD. LET'S CUT IT BACK, YOUR HONOR.
MR. HURON: I JUST KNOW THAT AT THE LAST THERE'S
ALWAYS A LITTLE BIT RIGHT AT THE END --
MR. TALLENT: I WOULD JUST AS. SOON THAT YOU WOULDN'T
CUT ME BACK ALONG WITH YOU.
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT. LET'S CALL IT MAY 3RD.
NOW, WHEN DO YOU WANT YOUR BRIEFS? I THIN  YOU OUGHT TO FILE
BRIEFS AT THE SAME TIME AND THEN REPLY TO THEM. NOT HAVE A
SIMULTANEOUS FILING AND A SIMULTANEOUS REPLY.
MR. HELLER: IF YOUR HONOR TAKES TWO WEEKS FOR THE
REPLY, SINCE I LL BE OUT AND MR. HURON HAS A TRIAL FOR THE
FOLLOWING WEEK, OR IS THAT TOO LONG?
THE COURT: WHEN ARE YOU CONTEMPLATING YOUR FIRST
BRIEF?
MR. TALLENT: CAN WE FILE THE BRIEF ON THE 10TH?
MR. HELLER: I THOUGHT THE BRIEFS WOULD BE ON THE
EVEN DATE WITH THE PROPOSED FINDINGS.
THE COURT: THAT S A BIG LOAD. IF YOU WANT TO TAKE
IT ON YOU CAN.
MR. TALLENT: I WOULD RATHER FILE THE FIRST BRIEF
A WEEK LATER AND HAVE A WEEK FOR REPLY.
THE COURT: WELL, I LL GIVE THAT TO YOU. BRIEFS ON



























FAIR. THEN THE REPLY BRIEF WOULD BE  HEN?
MR. TALLENT: THE 17TH? THE FOLLOWING WEEK?
THE COURT: YOU WANT TWO WEEKS, DO YOU?
MR. TALLENT: FINE.
THE COURT: HOW MUCH WOULD YOU WANT AFTER THE 10TH
FOR THE REPLY?
MR. HURON: I WOULD SAY ONE WEE  TO TEN DAYS WOULD:',
BE SUFFICIENT, I WOULD THINK.
THE COURT: YOU GET SIX, UNDER OUR RULES. I'D BE
ILLING TO GIVE YOU TWO WEEKS OR WHATEVER YOU WANT. I'M JUST
TRYING TO ACCOMMODATE COUNSEL.
MR. HURON: THAT S FINE.
MR. TALLENT: YOUR HONOR, I THINK WE AGREED TO FILING
THE INITIAL BRIEF ON THE 10TH AND THE SUBSEQUENT REPLY BRIEF
ON THE 24TH OF MAY.
THE COURT: ON THE 24TH.
MR. TALLENT: YES, SIR.
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT. AND I'LL GIVE YOU AN ARGUMEN'
ON THE 29TH OF MAY AT 9:30. HO  IS THAT?
MR. HURON: THAT'S FINE. YOUR HONOR. DOES THAT
FIT YOUR CALENDAR?
MR. TALLENT: YES, SIR.
MR. HELLER: IT'S NOT SO GREAT FOR MINE BUT SINCE
THERE ARE TWO OF US --





























MR. HELLER: ACTUALLY I GO INTO A TWO-PHASE
SUPERIOR COURT TRIAL, YOUR HONOR, THAT MAY JUST GO ON FOREVER
SO THE 29TH IS AS GOOD AS ANY. IF I CAN'T DO IT MR. HURON
WILL HAVE TO DO IT.
THE COURT: I'M NOT TRYING  
MR. HELLER: WELL, I UNDERSTAND, BUT WE GET OVER
TOWARDS LATE JUNE.
THE COURT: THE WEEK OF THE 3RD OF JUNE AND THE WEE 
OF THE 10TH OF JUNE ARE UNAVAILABLE. AND SO THAT I  OULD HAVE
TO MOVE THE ARGUMENT A GOOD WAY DOWN.
MR. HELLER: LET'S TAKE THE 29TH. TEN O'CLOCK,
YOUR HONOR, OR 9:30?
THE COURT: 9:30 ON THE 29TH.
ALL RIGHT.
MR. HELLER: YOUR HONOR, JUST IN TERMS OF YOUR
COMMENTS, I KNOW YOUR REACTIONS TO WHAT YOU HEARD THIS MORNING
ARE --
THE COURT: I WAS EXTREMELY DISAPPOINTED BUT THAT
ISN'T A MATTER OF ANY CONSEQUENCE. JUDGES ARE USUALLY
DISAPPOINTED ALL THE TIME. I HAD BEEN QUITE INTERESTED IN
THE -- WHAT YOU MIGHT CALL THE REAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE CASE
AND IT SEEMS TO ME MOST OF THEM HAVE PRETTY WELL DISAPPEARED
NOW AND WE'RE MORE IN KIND OF A ROUTINE DISCRIMINATION CASE



























MR. HELLER: AGAIN, WE THINK THE 90 -- THE FIRST
ACTUAL CANDIDACY IN THE NATIONAL OFFICE DOES PRESENT THOSE
PROBLEMS TO WHICH MISS FIS E TESTIFIED.
YOUR HONOR, THE SECOND ONE IS A MICROCOSM, AND
CERTAINLY WE COULD NOT LET MR. EPELBAUM SAY THOSE THINGS WHEN
WE DIDN T THINK THEY WERE CORRECT.
THE COURT: OH, I HAVE NO CRITICISM OF COUNSEL AT
ALL. IT JUST PLACES   ONCE THE CREDIBILITY FIGHT INTERPOSES
ITSELF INTO A CASE OF THIS KIND THEN MANY MANY ISSUES ARE
TAINTED, AND  
MR. HELLER: I WON T COMMENT FURTHER, BUT THE FIRST
ROUND IS STILL, WE THINK --
THE COURT: AND SO THAT WAS WHAT I HAD A FEELING
WE WEREN'T INTO UNTIL TODAY AND WE ARE, AND THAT'S NOT UNUSUAL.
MR. TALLENT: YOUR HONOR, THERE ARE PORTIONS OF THE
RECORD WHICH ARE IDENTIFIED, PERSONAL COMMENTS BY PERSONS
OTHER THAN THE PLAINTIFF. I WONDER IF THERE S SOME STEP THAT
CAN BE TAKEN TO INSURE THAT THAT IS NOT PART OF THE GENERAL
PUBLIC DOMAIN.
THE COURT: I DON'T KNOW HOW. UNDER YOUR ORDER IF
THEY'RE USED IN THE CASE THEN THEY BECOME PART OF THE PUBLIC
RECORD.
MR. HELLER: WE DO NOT AGREE, CERTAINLY MORE HAS
BEEN SAID ABOUT THE PLAINTIFF, WE DO NOT AGREE TO SEALING




























THE COURT: I KNOW OF NO WAY THAT THAT CAN BE DONE.
I WOULD DOUBT THAT IT HAS MUCH NEWS VALUE.
MR. TALLENT: I HAVE DOUBTS AS WELL.
THE COURT: BUT I'M NOT ABLE TO TELL WHAT HAS NEWS
VALUE AND WHAT DOESN'T.
MR. HELLER: THANK YOU, YOUR HONOR.
MR. HURON: THAN  YOU.
THE COURT: THANK YOU ALL. WE VE COVERED A GREAT
DEAL IN A WEE  AND I APPRECIATE THE MANNER IN WHICH COUNSEL
HAS BROUGHT EVERYTHING FORWARD IN A PROFESSIONAL WAY AND I'LL
AWAIT YOUR FINDINGS AND SO FORTH.
WE'LL TA E JUST A BRIEF   I HAVE AN ELEVEN O'CLOCK
MATTER BUT WE'LL TAKE FIVE MINUTES AND THEN WE'LL GET AT IT.
(WHEREUPON, THE PROCEEDINGS IN THE ABOVE-ENTITLED
MATTER WERE CONCLUDED AT 11:00 A. M.)
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